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FOREWORD
TO CALL TO MIND FOND MEMORIES
OF OUR ALMA MATER AND RECOLLEC-
TI'ONS OF S'CHOOL DAYS IN B. N. S.,
MAY THIS, OUR COMMENCEMENT
NUMBER OF THE "STYLUS" OF 1924, BE
EVER VALUED IN THE FUTURE.
Eddy PrInting Co., Albion, N. Y.
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With mingled emotions of pride and regret the class of 1924 pre-
pares to leave the Alma Mater. With pride, indeed, we take our
departure, for who is not proud of finishing one great period in life,
and especially in graduating from so fine a school as our dear B.
N. S.? But we feel alike reluctance and regret when we think that
our happy days in Brockport Normal are almost over.
The class this year is small, numbering about 77. The small
number, 30, in the ormal department, is due to the introduction of
the three ye'ar course which causes a skip one year. But we have
tried and succeeded in doing as big things as a larger class. As the
classes of preceding years have done, the seniors of 1924 have given
to the school an art window of the Renaissance period, the central
figure being Zwinger Palace of Dresden, which follows in the series
already presented, as a token of love and appreciation for B. N. S.
The splendid co-operation of students and faculty has made an ideal
school life, and a spirit of understanding and mutual helpfulness
has ever prevailed.
So our paths divide and lead in varied walks of life but we will
always remember with esteem and love our Alma Mater. As the
last verse of that beautiful song says:
"When the fleeting years divide
Us from thee, our gentle guide,
Still our thoughts with thee shall rest,
Alma Mater, dearest, best." -Editor
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Class Officers
President Leslie Stottle
Vice-President Mildred Hill
Secretary Edward Corbett
Treasurer Edgar Benedict
Committee at Large Eloise Wadhams
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MABEL BAKE R
We don't know Mabel very well, btlT
her roommate does, and she tells us that
she's a great worker-slow but sure. She
came to us from State College, so we
feel that she is above us.
c.-:·n.l BARKHUFF
Cora is what we term as purely individ-
ual. She is not patterned after anyone,
but is just Cora. No one ever saw the
time when her drawing did not get M1ss
':ale's O. K. May fame ·be yours.
HAZEL BERRIDGE
We all know "John" and love her, [or
she always has a smile for everyone.
DOROTHY BREWER
Dorothy left us in January. She was
a qUiet, shy, little miss and just loved
teaching Physical Training in the first
grade.
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FLOREN CE COLE
Alpha Delta Sorority; Stylus Board.
Mirth rules the day,
Dull cm·e- awa.y!
E'er long she will be 0 30 dignified, law-
abiding school-marm and will conduct a
sohool for .those untutored in the art of
quips and giggles at Beachmont, Hawaii.
It will be a "go," because Florence will
make it so.
EOWA:RD J. CORBETT
Gamma Sigma; Sec'y of Senior Class;
Baseball.
"Toot, toot and honk, honk" are E. J:s
symbols. He went through Normal, but
decided to give up the book and rule for
a more interesting occupation.
KATHERINE COYLE
'Tis our Miss Coyle, and what will we
do without her when she leaves us? Her
friendly advice will surely be missedo
And those smiles! They have won a good
many friends. Here's to you.
HAZEL DINEHART
You of the good voice! We'll miss
your sweet voice in the corridor. Also
we have heard that St. Peter is very
partial to people with good voices. Per-
haps you'll trill for a few of us sinners.
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GLADYS DUTCHE,R
Aretbus'a, Sorority; Glee Club.
Sweet in laughte1·, {(entle in slJeech
Everyone SCtys she is "just a peach:'
This, our Gladys, "steadfast and de-
mure." We will miss ber in every way,
but, alas, all good things come to an
end. Good luck.
CHARLES ELLIOTT
Gamma Sigma.
What's the use of living
If .you can't have a {(irl!
Charley departed from B. N. S. in Jan-
uary. but left Mary to our keeping. We
are sorry to bave lost such a good, cheer-
ful student.
RUTH ELLWANGER
Ruth has always held a prominent
place among our rolls of honor. We hope
that she may continue the good work.
r: UTH ENGERT
Don't we all know those snapping
brown eyes, and believe me they can
snap. How about it, Ruth?
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:MARY FORD
Alpha Delta.
Didn't you ever see the girl in Normal
who is always cracking wise? Why
that's Mary Ford, but she's a likeable
sort, anyway.
FRANCES FRANCISCO
"Did mother tell you that you should
be seen and not heard?" Don't believe
her. Let out a good whoop once in a
while to show us you're still kicking.
NELLIE GERMAINE
Alpha Delta.
She's not as quiet as she looks, cer-
tainly not on the subject of music. Can
she play? There is surely success for
her in music.
MARY KINSELLA
You never did like music, did you?
Maybe next year you'll enjoy it better.
Here's hoping luck may favor you.
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VINETTA KINSELLA
Only a year it's been since you first
came to us-but we hope you've entoyed
it, nevertheless. We all know about your
A's. May fortune bless you.
MARY MARKHA'M
We know Mary and'we don't know her,
for she is always flitting to and fro. One
thing we all notice and rather envy about
her is her independence. (Look out you
don't get left some time.) Well, if you
are always as agreeable, smiling and
virtuous as we have found you, Mary.
you will always ,be liked.
HAZEL MUNGER
"Now, Miss Munger has your papers
corrected and you may have them tomor-
row.H
Who is speaking? Mr. Herrington, of
course. Hazel has been his steady as-
sistant. Your faithfulness has been ap-
preciated. May success be yours.
AGNES O'BRIEN
We Normals don't all understand our
Agnes, but the "kiddies" in the grades
do, and they just adore her.
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MADELYN SHELDON
Alpha Delta.
She can tell you what she thinks of
you and it doesn't take her long, either.
Nevertheless, she is exceedingly well
liked by all her fellow students.
CLARA SIGLER
Alpha Delta.
Did you ever see that girl in Normal
who was forever giggling or looking for
some fun? Well, that was Clara, as jolly
a girl as ever can be found.
VELMA STAMP
Alpha Delta.
Velma is wearing a diamond on her
left hand. What can that mean? We are
surely going to lose one who would be a
very successful teacher.
LESLIE STOTTLE
Senior Class Pres,id'ent; Phil Alpha.
The perpetual grin-he wears it. He's
the best natured lad in Normal. Les has
proven a noble president for the Senior
class and a faithful student of B. N. S.
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LOUISE VALE
Agoll'ian Sorority.
"One eve1' faithf'ul in he1' tasks
A n honest f'1'iend and t1·ue."
Louise is one of those good cooks who
always get put on the refreshment com-
mittees. We'll miss those eats. Luck,
and lots of it.
KAITHARIN E WELCH
H e1' smile is {{ood to see
As cheerful as can be.
She 7.Ve(~1·S it morn and night
She's her pupils' ~1'eat delight.
~IILDRED WINANS
She never has much to say, but she's
a deep thinker. Good luck to you.
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GLADYS BARCLAY
"Life is one eternal smile." Gladys
l:elieves in two things, cheerfulness and
laughter, and, indeed, tbat little ever-
present smile of hen is often contagious.
Whatever bel' next step in life, we know
it will be something pleasant, for Gladys
bas a way of passing by the dull things.
Of course it is needless to say bow sensi-
ble and kind Gladys is, for that is what
we all admire about her.
KENNETH BARCLAY
Phj Alpha; Captain of B!lseb::tlI Team;
Basketball.
Bashful, dense, slow 01" cON,
None ot' such f01" this Seni01" bO.IJ.
Lit'e's too shoTt to tlu-ow a.waN
So he loves to a1'{{Ue and tease all da:IJ'
Ken is all right with his quick wit and
caperings. Sisters do tell tales, but
nevertheless what will B. N. S. do with-
out him, while he's learning forestry.
VIDA BLOSSOM
"Smile awhile and whil~ .1jOU smile,
(mothe1" smiles."
Vida is always smiling and that is oue
reason why we like her. She is reticent
and quiet, but what she says always
counts.
LILA BROOKS
Edtibor-'in-Ohief of "StyIus"; J\fngpies.
Lila is like a butterfly, v:::ry dain~y and
charming. This, perbaps, accounts for
her popularity witb the faculty aYid
students. l"f you see a girl wit1-l "Baags"
and a roll of papers, you may be cer~ain
that it is Lila, bu~y witb Stylus or Mag-
pies. Her ability along all linc:) is sur-
prising.
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FLORE:\CE BROWNELL
Ag;onian Sorority.
J1 smile 1'01' all.
Florence has filled her place among
us in a true, "yellow and green", fashion
and we shall miss her when she goes to
take up her career among the business
students. May you find success.
rifARION CARPENTER
She left the old home town you see
But .just leJhat for we'll n'er decree.
Of course she'll too be going soon
To find in Sy1'a,cuse some Toom.
LEONA CONLEY
Lee's smiles win many friends for her.
,May they continue through many years
to cO'IIle. Our ,best wishes go with you!
HARVEY COOLEY
lIfJa,g;pies; Glee CIll'b; Sec. Phi Alpha;
Cheerleader.
. Harvey is one of our "Sheiks." Many
are the hearts that beat faster when his
footsteps are heard. Harvey may be
found nearly any night on Erie street.
Long may he live.
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DOROTHY CRANDALL
The perfect lady, the true friend, the
able student is Dorothy. Such words as
"shirk," "loaf" and "give up" do not find
their way into her vocabulary. Always
con::iderate of others, kind and willing
to lend a helping hand, she moves sWiftly
and softly among the throngs.
Go to it, Dorothy! Get what you're
after.
RUTH DAVIS
MCL?/ .your futuTe be as today,
With a smile alonl{ all the wa?/
We admire YOUI' plucle,
11 nd t1'ltst to ?/OUI' lucle
For a life that will be carefTee and
gay.
Your record in your studies speak
worlds for you, Ruth, so also does your
smile, but most of all we will remember
you for your friendliness and willingness
to help the less endowed.
MONICA DONAHUE
"Monnie" just dances herself into all
our hearts. Just to watch Teddy and her
trip the light fantastic once makes us
all wonder if we know anything about
dancing. We take it that "Monnie" likes
B. N. S., because she stays so close to
the "yellow and green." Loyalty, gayety
and Teddy make the life at present of
this most joyful girl.
J\lARGARET DECKER
Arethusa Sorority; Magpies; Glee Club.
One of our few claims to glory is
"Peggy." She is our scholastic star and
tennis champion. May she continue to
shine and twinkle wherever she may be.
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HELEN GARDNER
Agoni2n.
Helen is the sort of girl everyone likes
for a friend. One would hardly l'ealize
how full of fun she is until he is well
acquainted. Good luck, Helen, and may
you like teaching.
:'oil 1.]) RED HILL
:'lIilgp-ies; Vi-ce-Pres. Senior Class.
"Pat." Yes, this is Marguerite's sister,
and she is a girl. Pat has her lessons
when the rest do not, and she always has
time to help the other fellow, also. How
will we get along without her? Her
executive ability and her way of making
friends and adapting herself to every
situation makes her very dear and close
to the "yellow and green." We know
that success awaits her.
HAZEL JUDD
Agonian.
Hazel is known as the girl with the
"Golclen Hair" who likes Chevrolet cars
and-(Charley is a nice name, she says).
As a student she's right there every
time, if not leading her class she is at
the heels of the leader.
tHere's to you.
I\fA!RGUERITE HILL
Aretlmsa Sorority.
Nothinp; ever wOr1·ies me,
N othinp; eve?' hurries me,
Wlwt is to be is bound to be,
So 7wthing ever 11!0rries me.
Here's our raven-haired Marguerite.
She's witty and pretty and very much
loved. Unlike her little sister, she cannot
be called bashful.
Loads of luck, "Marg:'
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JAMES KNAPP
Basketb3H Team.
Jimmy is our authority on "Radio."
When in doubt, call on him-Miss E(j~
wards does. Success awaits you, Jimmy,
and we all will be "listen in' in" for fav,
orable reports.
FLORE<NCE KNAPP
A plain and comel.1f l{ISS is she,
But who can tell what she ma:1J be.
She rna.1f .Join the cil'cus {lnd ride a
mule,
She ma.1f rfl)hislc a bToom or slw!ce a
rule.
Florence has always been a joyful and
faithful student of B. N. S.
MABLE LOWRY
Agonian.
"I'm quite as bil{ fOT me
As flO1/. aTe big for you."
Mable is not so very large, but at many
times her ways just fit her size. Would
that we could be as worthy according to
our size as she is.
WILLIAM MANN
Gamma Sigma; Magpies; Cheerleader.
Billy is our only little boy graduate.
He· gains this reputation because of his
constant desire to wiggle and bother the
girls. We know his hardships are many
and numerous, or he wouldn't have to
keep asking Mr. Perry about his Virgil
mark. Too bad, Billy, but we know you'll
reach your goal.
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HERBERIT MAULT
Pres. of Phi Alpha; BasketbaU Re-
serves; Baseba!ll.
Stonewall Jackson had nothing on
Herb. He was a veritable rampart which
could not be evaded. As a new man at
the game of basketball, he performed
marvelously. Let the good work go on,
Herb, for there is always room at the
top.
VERN A McCONNELL
Verna, very demure and quiet, is one
of our very conscientious members. She
and Dorothy are very close friends, and
exceedingly alike. Gold is found in
plots.
KMM A MITCHELL
'Red-headed ,people are supposed to':Je
unusually peppy and hot-tempered, but
no one has ever noticed either character-
istic crop out on Emma. She is quiet,
serene and "the lady." As for temper,
she could not have a milder one. A kind
word for all and a cheery smile. That's
our Emma.
HAZEL MULLIGAN
Alpha Delta.
"She is p1'etty to 7~alk with and
prettie1' to dance with."
Hazel is always present at the dances,
and it is understood that when a fellow
wants a good dancer-'tis Hazel. She
is a mighty popular girl and seems to
have a good time wherever she goes.
May success be yours.
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FRED NELLIS
Gamrna Sig'ma; Basketball Reserves.
Dmco loved the ladies.
Ycs,-he did not.
A little lass na.med Dorothy
Struck Dl'aco's tendel' spot.
Much good can be said for Freel. He
will always be remembered as one who
was never defeated until the gam.e was
over.
EDITH NYE
Arethus:l Soror.ity; Magpies; Glee Cluh.
"ThcTC aTe smiles tlwt mal.e us happy,
The're are smiles that m(/.ke us blue,
Bl.tt the smile we love the best, dem',
Is the smile that we {{et f1'Om you."
"Edie" is a regular Ia.rk for singing.
Perhaps that's why she is so happy.
Keep it up, Edie. With such joy in your
words you can never fa.il.
MADELINE ORSLAND
Alpha Delta.
"Fuzzy" is one of the maidens who
grace our class rooms and corridors. A
future in Hollywood would not seem at
all strange, so characteristic is she of a
movie star. Of course her main arubi-
tion must be aspiration to glory in some
such vocation.
SARAH PECKHAM
Glee Club.
Cuckoo, cuckoo in the tTee
Come down and sin{:f (/ son{:f for me.
Sarah loves to dance, sing and have a
good time. But who can blame her, when
she is so well qualified.
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MARJORIE PHELPS
Come pensive lass, devout and pure.
Sobel', steadfust and demuTe.
Mary is not always as docile as' we
may think she is, but she is always a true
friend.
ALICE ROSS
Girls' Basketball Team.
Oh, pla1/ that lovely .iazz,
Oh, play it loud and fast,
That I ma,1j not see al(ain,
The 1wul(ht,'IJ flids that pass.
Midge is another butterfly of the B.
N. S., and is admired by both boys and
girls.
ALICE ROWELL
A/!,onian Sorority; Basketball Team,
When "Alligator" is around who can
help having a good time? She is inevit-
ably the "life 0' the crowd." Her nick-
name? Well, no, she doesn't like it very
well, but she sees the fun in it and ac-
cepts the joke on herself. Next to basket-
ball and fun, Alice likes to eat. Nothing
ever goes to waste at the select luncheons
in High School study hall as long as
she is there. Good luck.
MARIAN RUD1IfAN
Glee Club.
This lovely lad,'lf ICJith aubuT1~ 1wiT
Holds the la1t1'els or eve1','lJthing rare.
She's a, scholal' and singel', a good one
too.
What, Mm'ian, can we do ICJithout you?
We all know what a succes Marian
has been and we shall miss her. What-
ever she tackles she is bound to conquer,
even to Spainards,
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.\IILDRED SHULTZ
If there was everything in being tall,
"Milly" would be out of it, but she surely
isn't. Morris is short, too. Indeed, a
dance would reem very queer without
these two. Good luck.
fERN SOUTHWORTH
Agoni3Jl.
Enter a room some gloomy day in
winter and notice how the dainty, bloom-
ing fern in the corner lends sunshine and
joy to all. That's our Fern, too. She has
taken an uncommon interest in basket-
ball this year. We wonder if there is
"a man" in the case.
ELOISE WADHAMS
Arethusa; Glee Club; Executive at
Large of Senior Class.
"Waddy" is our own happy-go·lucky pal.
She is liked by everyone, because of her
staunch B. N. S. loyalty and marvelous
ability to accomplish enormous tasks.
We, of course, don't know all the mis-
chievous pranks "Waddy" can think of.
or where she keeps that hearty laugh.
CORA WASHBURN
Cora's motto is, "if you can't say some-
thing good of a person, don't say any-
thing." She has the true blue B. N. S.
spirit. Her contributions to the "Stylus"
are indis'pensruble. Did you ever see .an
honor roll without her name very near
the top? No. May you have success.
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THE SENIORS
June 24, 1934.
Oh, girls, I just had the funniest dream last night! You remem-
ber my saying that I went to Brockport Normal School? Well last
night I had a wild dream about the Normal Seniors of 1924.
Jlirst of al~ I saw Sayde Christopher. \Vhat do you suppose she
was doing? Well she was winning fame in Europe as the greatest
interpretive dancer of the age, not excepting the famous Pavlowa.
Esther Dancey is shining brightly on the silver screen as Ben Tur-
pin's leading lady. (It has been rumored that Ben is very fond of
blonds. )
The inseparable Minnie and Dora have recently opened an old
maids' home for bachelors. Guess we never gave them credit for
all their talent.
Mary Ford now o\\~ns the largest restaurant in New York City.
She has appointed herself official sampler of all the food. Poor girl,
and she never did like to eat.
Hazel Berridge and Louise Vale are opening an establishment to
undertake to show cross people, especially members of the faculty,
how to smile.
By the way, you don't have to believe all this if you don't want to,
but it is actually what I saw. .
\Vell, continue!
All right. Linda Lauretani has invented and is demonstrating a
new kind of pills for reducing.
Clara Siegler and Laura Quivey and Velma Stamp have recently
joined a big burlesque show which is tOl11-ing Mexico and South
Africa.
Cora Barkhuff and Agnes O'Brien have journeyed to far off Hono-
lulu to teach the natives how to count backwards on their toes with-
out using their fingers. (You know these girls always could do the
impossible) .
Ruth Engert recently has published her latest book "History of
Education." Her material. was taken from the notes she made 111
Mr. Perry's class.
Charles Elliot, who is now married is conducting huge mass meet-
ings at Hamlin and nearby places. His topic is "Why did I kiss
that girl ?"
l\[abel Baker has been given the Chair of Mathematics in Ober-
lesque College. This will please Mabel because she likes to juggle
figures.
Mary Kinsella and her charming sister Vinetta are owners of
a chain-of Chinese laundr.ie.s; where the work is done by ] apanese.
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Myrte Hagadone and Beatrice Harper are patiently demonstrat-
ing to the public, especially commuters, how to ride comfortably on
the trolley without being jolted.
Edward Corbett has been having some trouble lately with his
orchestra. His first orchestra which will take mountain engage-
ments and is conducted by himself is a failure and takes second place.
His second or :ocal talent orchestra occupies first place.
Theresa Sm:th has opened a beauty parlor, where she is rapidly
tral;sforming good looking people. Her hair dressing is the feature.
l\liss Coyle has recently taken Dr. Thompson's place as principal
of Brockport Normal and she is a remarkable success.
Margery Lindsley is teaching Tormal freshmen how to get absen-
tee slips signed without an excuse.
Harriet Sanford is the conductress of a large orchestra, of which
Gladys Dutcher is a member.
Katherine \Velch and Florence Cole are giving lessons to innocent
people on how to win at cards with a losing hand.
Hazel Dinehart and Frances Francisco are secretaries to govern-
ment officials at vVashington.
Mildred Francis and Verna MacConnell are successful rural school
teachers. l\1ildred has at least five pupils and Verna has but three
and a half, one pupil being 'there in "body but not in mind."
Ada lamka and Mary Markham have become millionaires by rais-
ing white mice on sawdust.
Ruth DeLano and Dorothy Brewer have discovered the process
of making ice cream blue by using ink. (\Vaterman's fountain pen
ink, we believe from the taste).
Leslie Stottle is president of a large trucking concern composed
of himself and his Ford truck.
Madeline Sheldon and Nellie Germaine recently gave an unpre-
cedented concert "Out in the Woods." Jellie presided at the piano,
while Iadeline charmed the birds with her voice.
Marie Noon and Clare Mullen are demonstrating the effects of
gravity on an empty stomach.
Well, girls. it's time we were going. So farewell.
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AS WE SEE THEM
We'r~e writing this to let you know
Who will from graduation go
With diploma rolled and tied
'With ribbons green and yellow plied.
Perhaps you'll quickly recognize
Each one whom we characterize.
Of course you know Ken Barclay,
Whom, if he were blackened like a darkey,
We'd give a part in a minstrel show,
For we know he's neither too fast nor too slow.
Alice Ross, a favorite of the boys,
Scatters her glances so gentle and coy.
Emma Mitchell is a blonde
Whose gentleness will surely astound
And influence anyone,
Who greets her either with sadness or fun.
\Villiam Mann we won't forget,
Who doesn't live up to his name quite yet,
But overflows with rollicking fun,
And keeps astir all his chums.
Hazel Judd is nice as any
And ahvays liked by very many.
She expects to be a teacher-
0, that we were little creatures!
Ruth Davis is a friend to all,
And makes a dandy first-rate pal.
We like to look in Edith's eyes
Bright, merry, twinkling eyes,
For they are sure to quickly chase
That too serious look from her face.
Margaret Decker is wide awake,
Whom good-nature never forsakes.
We'll let you know she's full of fun
From early morn till setting sun.
Everyone knows Eloise vVadhams is jolly,
But never commits herself to folly.
Verna McConnell with voice that's low
Is good at gentle jests, you know.
Herbert Mault has studied hard
With reputation all unmarred;
And now we hope to see him go
To something good yet untold.
It is a pleasure for us to see
Lila Brooks stepping quickly,
Either out the study-hall door
Or on a well-waxed dancing floor.
Dorothy Crandall with purpose firm
The duties of a teacher is trying to learn.
With her patience, loyalty, and kindness, too,
She gets along fine with her mates in school.
Mildred Shultz in quiet ways
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vVe trust will always spend her days.
Alene Butler likes the fun
And is sure to contribute some;
So her friends are never glum
vVhen they see hel- smilingly come.
'Tis true Fred Nellis seldom gets into trouble,
For his will doesn't fade away like a bubble.
Helen Gardner's squinting eyes
Will never tell you any lies;
So you may read the fun that's there,
Never, never any snares.
Marjorie Phelps is meek and gentle;
vVhen you know her, very friendly.
Marion Rudman makes a good friend;
She never tries to offend;
She has what we can not get.
An easy cheerfulness and wit.
James Knapp demands fair play;
To obtain it we hope he will never delay.
A kind girl is Florence Brownell
Say her friends who know her well.
We all like Gladys Barclay,
Who never looks at us too sharply,
But smiles a good whole-hearted smile
That one remembers all the while.
Laura Quivey is' "carrying through,"
And, if you know her, she's a friend to you.
Hazel Mulligan, trim and neat,
Dancers say is light on her feet.
Harvey Cooley comes and goes,
In among the girls and boys,
\IVith a resoluteness now
Of which his school-mates all are proud.
We've learned Sarah Peckham is considerate and kind,
A girl, whom people like to find.
We all know Cora \tVashhurn
Who studies hard to easily learn;
But, we admit, we'd not see her about,
1£ we had to wait to hear her shout.
Marion Carpenter is a regular girl,
One without rouge and hissy curls,
One whose thoughts are big and broad,
In whose company one's not bored.
George Korn is ready to help,
So here and there his presence is felt.
Bessie Walker is very docile,
Doing, thinking things so mild.
Mildred Hill is always good-natured,
Never in need of a sound lecture.
We always like to hear her laugh
As along a joke we pass.
Madelyn Orsland's laughter is light,
And with her eyes she'll hold you tight.
29
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Edgar Benedict likes to do
What is right and just in school.
Too, he's often melancholy,
Til! some one makes him glad and jolly.
Leona Conley jumps and jerks,
Though always anxious, never pert.
Mabel Lowry has a way
That is quiet, yet full of play.
Marguerite Hill, though quiet, we find
Is always ready for a jolly, good time.
Arlana Elliot, glad to smile,
Is good company all the while.
Monica Donohue, we're sure to think,
Is gentle and kind when we see her wink;
And glad are we to find her so,
Whenever, wherever with her we go.
Florence Knapp is quick and sharp,
Always willing to do her part.
Fern Southworth is a thoughtful friend
So you'll not regl"et the time you spend
In her gentle company;
But wish with her you long may be.
With Alice Rowell you may have fun,
That's kind and real and never done.
Vida Blossom's patience we see
Whenever near we happened t·o be.
Donald Corbett has his share
Of snappy fun, rainy or fair.
ow we're nearing the end of our rhyme,
So we'll add but a few more lines
To say that any mistake we've made,
We hope that we can right some day;
And, Graduates, we hope you'll move
Up Successful Avenue.... Adieu!
-co A. W.
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The past season has been most prosperous for Gamma Sigma and
it is indeed a pleasure to recall for the Stylus some of our current
activities.
The opening of the fall term found us with a greatly diminished
membership, many of our number having graduated with the class of
'23 or entered college. The traditional Gamma Sig- enthusiasm held
sway, however, and the brothers quickly closed ranks for a new year
of fraternal life.
Formal initiations for new members were conducted on October
nineteenth and April eighteenth, with several passive brethren assist-
ing. In both fall and spring rushes, a fine delegation was pledged
and Alpha is justly proud of her new sons. No little commendation
is due them for the splendid way they have taken hold of the work
within the Chapter.
On Octobel- eleventh, the fifty-fifth anniversary of the founding of
Gamma Sigma was appropriately celebrated in the Chapter rooms.
This day was set aside by the Grand Chapter at the Convocation of
1922 as "Founder's Day" and is now observed by the chapters all
over the United States. Because the fraternity was founded here in
B. . S. the date has a special significance to all Alpha brothers.
A ·detailed account of our closed dance on November ninth has
already appeared in the Stylus. Sev ral months have elapsed since
this party, yet jt remains in our memory as one of the finest dances
ever held in the school. Although it ,,\ as a tremendous success social-
ly, this affair left a deficit of considerable proportions, and the com-
mittee in charge immediately sought means of clearing the debt.
Two public dances were held in the l\Iasonic hall at Spencerport with
this end in view and although they did not satisfy our financial expect-
ations, they were both greatly enjoyed by those who attended.
The first was given on November twenty-third with Art Taylor's
Orchestra, and the second on December thirteenth, with music by
Sax Smith's Society Orchestra.
At the opening of the Normal Ba ketball season, the Chapter pre-
pared and published a cheerbook, containing the School Songs, cheers
and other information of interest to the fan. This pamphlet was
provided "as an incentive to better support of the team from the
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'bleachers;' and judging from the splendid cheeri'ng throughout the
season, the booklet gained the end sought. Over a thousand of these
cheerbooks were distributed during the season.
The November joint session given 'by Alpha Delta was greatly en-
joyed by the Gamma Sigs. vVe extend to them our thanks for the
many courtesies they have shown us this year., '
On Christmas night. December twenty-fifth, our 'second closed
dance was given in the corridors for the benefit of passive brethren
home from college, This function substituted for the usual joint ses-
sion with Arethusa and "vas well attended by our Alumni guests. All
the experience gained in previous dances was used to good advantage
'and the holiday event was the most elaborate of all. Bell shaped dec-
orations of Old Rose and White transformed the corridors and many
novel I ighting effects added to the scheme. At midnight the danc-
ers were escorted to tables in the music room, which'was attractively
arranged to resemble our Chapter Hall. Here by the glow of candle
light they were served by pretty waitresses. After several fraternity
songs, dancing was resumed to the dulcet strains of Art Taylor's
Orchestra. ,
. Our fraternity basketball team was unable to arrange a .schedule
until the close of the Normal season, and consequently but one
home game was planned. This event was played on March twenty-
first, after several practice games with nearby high-school teams.
The strong West High Occidental quintet furnished an exciting and
close exhibition and although the brothers held the lead until very
near the finish, the visiting team nosed out ahead in the last half
minute. During the last quarter of the game, the crowd was on
their feet most of the time. Brother Murray was the shining star
for the Chapter.
A game was played the following Friday with the Holley All-
Star team, which was a close and exciting contest from start to
finish. The home team won by a narrow margin.
Instal1ation of the Officers of the Chapter was conducted by
the Grand Recording Secretary on March tenth.
During rush week, a banquet luncheon was served in the school
dining room by Perry, the caterer. Rev. William H. Sybrandt,
Grand Chaplain, Brothers "in facultate" Beaman, Perry and Salis-
bury and several other passive brethren were our guests.
The following week witnessed final preparations for our annual
Easter Monday Dance. This affair has become a distinct Gamma
Sig event, having been instituted by us several years ago, when we
gave up our June Play. The Chapter has conducted remarkable
parties each year on this date and the Easter Dance has come to be
looked upon as the biggest function 'of the school year.
Th~ spacious gymnasium was decorated in a novel manner this
year. 'Along either side crepe paper corridors were suspended,
partly, 11\ding the davenports from the dance floor. In the center
hundreds of colored streamers of fraternity shades curved grace-
fully upward toward the beautiful paper dome. Over five miles of
crepe were used in. these decorations. In addition to the central
chandelier, several other novel lighting effects were employed.
Both the overhead fi'xtures and the usual wall lights were alternate-
ly switched' on to' furnish light· in the corridors. Above the orches-
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tra platform at the west end, the fraternity letters shone down upon
the floor while at the base of the platform, an electric orchestra
sign was installed. Upon the backboard at the other end, a large
size imitation of the emblem was fastened. This was an excellent
piece of workmanship and a pleasing attraction to our passive
brethren. In place of the pearls and rubies upon the pin, white and
rose bulbs were set into the pyramid and the light from these shown
out upon the merry dancers, guiding them across the floor in numer-
ous moon-light dances.
The music was furnished by Barrett's Rythmodic Orchestra
which had just returned from engagements in London, Paris and
New York, where it met vvith great success. At intermission, Miss
Covert favored us with one of her charming Egyptian dances and
the souvenirs and refreshments were distributed. In spite of the
heavy snowstorm, the party was very well attended and a "good
time was enjoyed by all."
There was much jubilee and rejoicing among the brother after
the dance was over. Dainty luncheons were served in the rooms and
fraternity spirit was at a height. Consideralbe amusement was
afforded our more childish members in tossing left-over balloons
to training school youngsters. Nor were the little ones alone in-
terested in these floating beauties as they glided over the campus.
On one occasion we discovered to our amusement that those gather-
ed at a faculty tea welcomed balloons, though they seemed to be es-
pecially partial to blue and red ones. At any rate a long string of
the rubber toys were taken into the mysteries of the room below
ours.
Arethusa entertained us at a very informal joint session in their
rooms on Fri.day evening, May second.
On Color Day, Gamma Sigs did their best to convince everyone
they were suffering for a drink of ice-cold pop. Our new sweaters
arrived the same day and created quite a sensation, especially among
the fair ones. The colors, green and gold, were used instead of our
delicate fraternity shades.
One outstanding accomplishment of this year has been the re-
vival of Literary Work in the Chapter. This was primarily the
purpose for which Gamma Sigma was founded and until recently,
debates and other forms of literary work occupied a good share of
the program at every meeting. Since the war, this work has been
sadly neglected and it will be of considerable interest to our older
brothers to know that it has been resumed. Much has already
been accomplished and the literary programs have been greatly
enjoyed.
Our rooms have been completely redecorated during the last
year and several alterations have been made in the anti-room. We
now have a very attractive environment in which to welcome our
guests.
Gamma Sigma has been much in favor of the proposed idea of
a "Greek Council" composed of representatives of all the secret so-
cieties. We believe that such a plan would work for harmony
among the sororities and fraternities of B. N. S. and would accom-
plish many things that could not otherwise be done, especially in
delicate matters of rushing and pledging of new members.
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The Chapter is preparing for publication of a history of the Fra-
ternity, which it is hoped will be completed soon. It is planned to
circulate this pamphlet among our passives and the other chapters.
Several events are now being planned for the entertainment of
old members during Commencement \\·eek. The date for our annual
Chapter banquet has not yet been set but we are planning to make
this an even greater affair than last year.
All the brothers are now looking forward with anticipation to
the Fifty-second Convocation of the Grand Chapter in Syracuse
the last of June. The National Committee has not announced the
final arranO'ements but a splendid program will be assured. A strong
delegation backed by almost the entire chapter expects to represent
old Alpha at this convention.
We wish to take this opportunity for expressing our appreciation
for those of our number who leave us this year. Six: brothers are
members of the senior class and plan to graduate at commencement.
Two have already left school and are preparing to enter college this
fall and another is completing a post graduate course. All have
been active in school affairs and have done much for their Frater-
nity and the Chapter will sorely miss them in her active ranks next
year. We feel justly proud of their connection with Alpha· and
know that in their diversified occupations of life, they shall refle'ct
credit to us all. \Ve wish them Godspeed in whatever calling they
undertake.
JOKES
Billy Williams-"I have learned how
to make one dollar go as far as five."
Ruth Hennekey-Ye Gods! How do
you do it?"
Billy Williams-"Mail it to the
same address."
Kiss me cute
Kiss me cunning
But kiss me quick
'Cause dad is coming.
Ken Amish-"May I print a kiss
upon your lips?"
Sarah Peckham-"Yes, if you won't
publish it."
Angus Murray-"Did you hear about
the man that beat his wife up?"
Paul Chapman-"No, how did it
happen?"
Angus Murray-"Why, she got up
at seven but he got up at six."
Field-"Have you ever noticed that
over half of this school is made up
of girls?"
Abe-"Yes, and the other half isn't
made up."
Lorna Engel-"Have you ever read
'Finis'?"
Madalene Curtis-"No, what is it?"
Lorna Engel-"Why, it's the last
word in books!"
Harvey Cooley-"Would you like to
have a pet monkey, Ethel, dear?"
Ethel Johnson-"Ob! Harvey! This
is so sudden. I'll have to ask father."
Pa-"Mother, our boy is just wastin'
time at college. He don't do nuthin'
but hang aroun' the girls."
Mother-"Aw, Pa, I don't see how
he's wastin' time."
Pa-"Well, then, whatd'ya' make of
this Alma Mater he's always tellin'
how he loves so much?"
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PHILATHEAN
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The Phils have had a banner year and are very proud of what has
been accomplished. Although the number of members is still very
small, we find that we have just enough to do good work. Of our
present members, only Herbert Mault and Leslie Read were with liS
last year. Leslie Stottle left us in January to teach in New Jersey,
and Robert Koster to enter the Post Office Department at Buffalo.
We now have as members: Herbert l\Iault, Gordon H-illgartner,
Robert Lee, Harvey Cooley, Kenneth Barclay, George Wilson, Eugene
Stull, Leslie Read and Simon Dewey.
Since January, only, have Eugene Stull and Simon Dewey been
with us. Several of the alumni have retLlriled for initiation, which
\\'as greatly enjoyed by all except the candidates.
l\leetings have been regularly held. and lal'gely attended, as some
of the Alumni enjoy the Phils as well as ever. 'vVe have taken it upon
ourselves to learn something every month. VVe decided to start on
Parliamentary Law, and everyone took such an interest in the sub-
ject that it has been continued throughout the year, and we all feel
that we have been greatly benefited by it.
As usual, we sold "Hots" on Color Day; and even if we didn't
make our fortune, we had the satisfaction of knowing that it wasn't
our fault if you went hungry.
Everything is all set [01' the June Ball. You know what a good
time we gave you last year? \Nell. that isn't even to be considered in
the ame class as the one com ing this June. The Phils and_ Alpha
Deltas are both right there and together they can't be beat. Come to
the "Biggest and Best June Ball" in History' You won't be sorry.
GLEE CLUB
Thi. year's Glee Club has the honor of being "the largest" in the
history of Glee Clubs in B. N. S., boasting of some eighty members,
Besides being "the largest" it can truthfully be said to be "one of the
best." This, no doubt, is due to the support received from the "war-
riors."
The Glee Club sang "The Mound Builders," a cantata by Paul
Bliss, at the annual Training School Entertainment, Selections from
"The Mound Builders" were sung on the occasion of the Secretary of
State's visit.
It is expected that the Glee Club will take quite a prominent part
in Commencement exercises.
Until practice begins, all the members are taking care of their
vocal chords' so that when it does, they wilf be able to work with
much "Glee."
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ARETHUSA
Like the sunrise of a beautiful autumn morning, Arethusa ap-
pear-ed on the horizon of B. N. S. last September and has ever since
been crowding her day full of happy events.
Arethusa gave its annual reception to the new girls. From then
on so many things happened, rush day, initiation, candy sales and a
tea.
The greater events were the dances, card parties, joint session,
our part in Color Day activities, and a luncheon for A. D. Convoca-
tion Girls( and last but not least the House Party.
We have not only had outside events, but have invented several
ideas amo'ng ourselves, the "capsule pal" and the idea of varnishing
our furniture, also many others kept in the sorority.
ow, as the last glow of the Arethusa sun sinks behind the busy
commencement days, it disappears only to return next September.
R. Hennekey.
ALPHA DELTA
The Alpha Delta have had a busy time. First of all came the
work in the rooms, the furniture repaired and varnished and regular
housecleaning. Then a tea was given. In April we had initiation
and fourteen new girls were taken in, and believe me, they are a live
bunch. Early in Maya candy sale was held and was very success-
ful. A crowning event for us was to have Convocation at Brock-
port. Our delegates were Margaret Dickerson and Alethe Clapp, and
eight delegates came from other schools. As Convocation came the
week end of Color Day the visiting delegates were well enter-
tained. Our sister Sororitis entertained us on Saturday, the Arethusa
giving a luncheon and the Agonian a tea.
Now the only things left for the year is the house party at Trouf-
berg for over Decoration Day and the June Ball. Of course we will
have a-wonderful time' at the hOTlse party and enjoy it all the' more
because the Arethusas will be down also. We are having the June
Ball with the Phils this year and that will be a great success so that
we can say the whole year has been a busy one for the A.Do's.
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AGONIAN NOTES
Don't we have fun? You just bet we do! Our ways ot having
fun are many.
Shortly after school opened. we gave a roast in honor of the new
normal girls who entered B. N. S. Twice during the year we enter-
tained at tea-dances. candidates for membership. After each time we
took in a peppy lot of girls. \Ve have had several joint sessions with
the Phils, which were thoroughly "enjoyed by all."
!\mong our money-making schemes were candy and fritter sales,
a benefit movie. and a dance. Anyone who failed to attend our
Spring Dance. missed one of the best social events of the year. At
this time we surprised l\lother Nature in the making of spring
flowers.
Agonian Convocation at Cortland was attended by "Bill" Hill and
Beulah Charles. Convocation will be in Brockport next year. We
are looking forward to this with great pleaslll'e.
Ago has among its members many famous (?) personages. Two
of its members are on the Greek Council, one is on the Stylus Board,
and several are in the Glee Club. We also have the honor of having
in our midst the Grand President of the Agonian National Sor:ority.
Now, OUI' most happy and successful year is drawing to a close, and
we must bid a<)ieu to our Seniors. vVe wish them a happy and suc-
cessful future.
Thy name shall live in every heart
In after years when we are gone,
What e'el' betide although apart,
Thy tie shall bind, Agonian..
With an A and a G, and an A-g-o,
A-g-o-n-i-a-n
Agonian! Agonian! Agonian!
Name Handle
HOROSCOPES
Ailment Cure (if any)
Arnold Burke-"Abe" Ladies Padded Cell
John Tighe-"Skip" ·Argument Muffler
. Townsend Yardley-"Ty" Hayseeds Farm
Jessica Michaels-"Jess" Music South Sea Islands
Lillian Treble-"Lill" Shortness Horlick's
Marion Merrill-"Merrill" Noise Toy Balloon
George Korn-"Crib" ·Cornet Junk Dealer
Mary Ford-"Mary" Eating Food
Alethe Clapp-"Lethe" Stage Kisses Practice
Field Akeley-"Akeley" Studying Set of Blocks
Frances Bullock-"Fran" Brightness Bon Ami -
lona Axtell-"Ion" Quietness Dynamite
Bessie Walker-"Bee" Grin Pompeian Cream
Fred Covert-"Goofy" Married Scrap
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THE DRAMATIC CLUB
The "l\Tagpies" have just completed their year of act'ive life in·
old B. N. S., and the club is still going strong. Just how well we
are fulfilling the dreams of our charter members remains for them to
say, but we believe that consideraUe progress has been made this
season.
Tryouts for membership wel'e he'd in the fall and the candidates
were properly initiated at our hallowe'en party. This was given in a
haunted house at Morton, and Roland Dotting was our congenial
host.
Many of the "Magpies" took part in the senior plays and merited
the ovation they received. Previous to the dress rehearsal, the club
presented the school with an excellent make-up kit.
Several parties were held dnring the year in the school corridors.
At our Christmas party, each member received a prize according to
his virtues.
The second annual presentation was given on Tuesday night.
rebruary twenty-sixth. The plays presented were "The Ghost
Story," by Booth Tarkington; "Thursday Evening," by Christopher
M.orley; and "Thn~e PilLs in a Bottle," a fantasy by Rachael Lyman
Field. Several weeks "vere occupied in rehearsing and arranging thjs
program and 111uch credit is due the committee in charge, and the
members who did the coaching. The following, concerning the pre-
sentation, appeared in the Hrockport Republic: "All three playlets
seemed more pleasing to the audience than any selections in years
past, and the players themselves seemed much more at ease and
read their Jines in a superior manner. Brockporters may well look
forward with pleasure to the next appearance of the 'Magpies'."
Meetings of the club have been held re~'ularly throughout the year
and several interesting programs were given at these times. Special
dramatic programs have been arranged for future meetings and the
members look forward to these with interest.
At present we are making extensive alterations in OU1' room and
we shall exhibit an attractive home very soon. The plan being de-
veloped is a garden exhibit with overhe<~d arbors and trellised walls.
A small stage for presenting programs at meetings will be construct-
ed at one end. These alterations are being- pushed with the hope of
completing them in time for a reception and tea party to our older
members during commencement week.
The "Magpies" are deeply indebted to the two faculty associates,
Miss Martin and Miss Chatterton. \\'ho have given so much of their
time and'energy to the interests of the club. It would be impossible
for us to carryon our work without their earnest support and eni.-
thusiastic service. The members can never amply repay them for the
services they have given and evel'Y wearer of the half mask deeply
appreciates what have done to make the club a tremendous success.
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL
The Girls' Basketball Team has had a much better record this
year than it had last year. Instead of having only the team. l\liss
Taylor had a squad from which she picked players for each game.
The following are members of the squad:
Forwards-L. Engel. P. Petrie. R. Harsch. 1\1. Stiles. R. he on,
S. Crandall.
Guards-A..Ross, A. Hamlin. A. Rowell. T. Utzman, E. Johnson,
1\1. Harmon.
Centers-H. Sanford, 1\1. Spaven, M. Krutenat.
Manager-E. Nixon.
Lorna Engel scored the highest .with 57 field goals and 19 foul
shots in 7~ games.
Pauline Petrie came next with 16 field goals and 3 foul shots in
6 games.
"Rosalie Harsch followed with 7 field goals and 6 foul shots in 21
ga m5S.
L. Engel. P. Petrie, A. Hamlin, .\. Ross and H. Sanford received
trophi,es.
This year the school boasted of but one girls' team. \Ale found
this a much better plan than that of having two teams. for it fur-
nislced a better choice of material and \\'as considerably cheaper.
The following is a record of the games played this year:
Home Games
Brockport
Brockport
Brockport
Brockport
Brockport
..................... " 24
29
32
11
17
Medina 12
Spencerport 4
Canandaigua 9
Warsaw 13
Palmyra 10
Out-of-town Games
Brockport
Brockport
Brockport
Brockport
.......•............... 34
11
17
8
Medina 11
Palmyra 34
Canandaigua U
Warsaw 24
Total 183 Total 119
4
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BASKETBALL NOTES
The basketball season closed vvith a bang as the team copped both
games on a trip to Buffalo and Williamsville. 'The Normals 'this past
season defeated every Normal school they played and thereby were
the undisputed Normal School State champions.
Coach Salisbury had much material and selected the following
team to represent the school:
R.T., Root, Captain; L.F., Corbert, C. Highe; R.G., Sprong, Man-
ager; L.G., Kincaid. Sub., Covert, Assistant 1,fanager; Sub, Knapp;
Sub, Barclay.
The record of the team is as follows:
Team Won
Alumni 1
Middleport 2
Ithaca 1
Geneva 1
Palmyra 1
East High 0
Lost
o
o
1
1
\)
2
West High 2
Williamsville 2
Buffalo Normal 2
Spencerport ., 1
Cortland 1
Total 14
o
o
o
o
o
4
The team ran up a total of 487 points to their opponents 309
points, an enviable record. We are hoping for as good a season next
year, as we will still have several of the regulars.
The annual banquet was held at the Brockport Hotel in the last
of March. Members of the faculty were present and several
speeches were given. The team presented a gold basketball to their
coach, Mr. Salisbury, in appreciation of his work during the past
season. Edwin Sprong was elected captain for the season of '24-'25.
A good time was had by all present.
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BASEBALL NOTES
The baseball season has been slow in starting. Several games
have been postponed and but one has been played. That was 'with
Spencerport, and we won 7-2. From now on we have a heavy sched-
ule with two or three games each week up to June seventh, when
we finish the season with a trip to vVilliamsville.
Only four men are left hom last year's team: Davis, Sprong,
Barclay and Korn. The line-up is as follows: Brown (1st), Davis
(p), Barclay (3d), Sprong (d). Kuppinger (c), Corbett (2d), Yard-'
ley (ss), Tighe (If), Oakley (rf). Subs: Korn, Elliot and Nichols.
Although we have much green material, the team is rounding into
fine form.
At the beginning of the season K. Barclay was elected captain.
The team is managed by E. Sprong, assisted by L. R. Read. A good
record is expected.
The schedule has been arranged as follows:
May 16-Williamsville at Brockport.
May 20-Albion at Brockport.
May 21-Spencerport at Spencerport.
May 23-Albion at Albion
May 28-Shop School at Brockport.
June 6-Shop School at Rochester.
June 7-Williamsville at Williamsville.
TENNIS
"Hey, hustle out and sit on the court 'till I get my shoes changed.
Be right out. I'm gonna cut Glee Club so I'll have to sneak out the
lab door." .
How familiar are this and other speeches like it. Our tennis
courts are filled practically all the time. Some of us even so far
compromise our 'intelligence as not to go in when it rains.
The chief trouble with our courts is their fewness and the fact
that unless one is a "whizz" and can stay on all day as a winner, he
has to camp out there anywhere from two to four hours in order to
play on.e set, whereupon defeated, he goes home with his tennis appe-
tite supposedly gratified. About three more courts would nicely
satisfy the growing tennis spirit. We inwardly have a better time
playing when Semon Dewey and Herby Mault are not catching flies
immediately in the vicinity of our heads, while a backstop that stop-
ped would be of immense help in conserving time and energy, par-
ticularly the latter.
Tennis is a wonderful game in many different ways. It is, of
course wonderful physical exercise and develops rapid co-ordination
of our faculties: sight, thought and movement. But it also promotes
wonderfully, principles of sportsmanship and fair play. It is inevit-
able that after playing a set of tennis with someone, we should know
considerable of his character: whether he is quick to give his op-
ponent the benefit of a doubt; whether he is a sport in swallowing
either defeat or victory, whether he has that power of self control
which restrains him from a torrent of words better left unsaid, or
from hurling his innocent racquet into the air, against the fence or
the backstop.
In short we can almost decide from a person's tennis game
whether he would be desirable in any game, even to that of Life
itself.-M. Decker.
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COLOR DAY
Say, Gertrude, my feller tuk me to one grand blowout up to
Brockport the other Friday. They had one 0' them there "Color
Days," and b'lieve me 'twas a knockout. In the foist place we goes
to the 'sembly. After everybody was all in 'n the kids in the bal-
cony, a short, fat guy pops up and punches a little bell. Well, then,
some kids paraded up the aisle and back agin, takin down notes as
they went. ext a dignified lookin' old gent gets up and tells about
his "syentifik prognastikashun" (whichever that may.be, here's hopin'
he knows) and announces that joy is unconfined. Well I'm tellin' ya it
was from then on! After a while some of the mince pies, Ma's pies,
'er no, I got it all wrong, it twas them kinda birds they call "Mag-
pies," jazzed thru a little drama called the "Romancers." Gertie, ya
should'a seen that there duel. Well next we passes out of assembly
to the tune of "Carolina's Ma," and say ya should'a seen some 0' those
gals blossom out, they was all dolled up fit to kill. '
After we buys our tickets we breezes aroun' the gym waitin' to
put on the feed bag. Sweet Pappa! you should'a seen tha1t gym.
Somebody by the name 0' Gertchewde Avelia Simmonds bossed the
job an' I'll tell the world kid she done noble. That garden would'a
shamed one 0' Ma ature's own.
Just before my backbone and stomach was united the first call to
the din in' car sounds. Well we waltzes aroun' and grabs a package
0' fodder dun up pretty in a box. They was a lotta good things in it
and somebody they call "Sweet Daddy" Lathrop presides. We bolts
our ea,.ts and beats it to the Senior Dance. They was a lot there, too
much fer comfert and hot dog; how they could dance. As to that
there orkestra they sure could wield a wicked jazz tune. Well the
dance busted up too soon for us.
Then we waits aroun' fer the Brockport band an' soon the same
came steppin' along to the tunes of the drum all classed out in new
uniforms. They proceeds to liven up the atmosphere till two o'clock
when "the Masque 0' Spring" "vas given. Gosh, Gert, I've seed
"Zeegfeeld's Follies," every year since 1910 and I'm here to tell ya
that some 0' them there gals had it over those chorus girls like a tent
fer performance 0' school kids in a one horse town like Brockport.
I'll say it was a knock-out. They tells us Miss Green 0' the fakulty,
ran the thing with the help of a Miss McLaughlin, a fancy dancer,
and say, when we saw 'em we says,
"Say, what are them kids doin'?" Well they done a great job.-
Well after the show was over me wanders aroun' and has some of
everything they were sellin' and rests in the "gym" until time for a
baseball game.
Everybody seemed to be enjoyin' theirselves, and I'm here to state
that I did! Well then we saunters out to the baseball game.· The
game was pretty good but the other side won. Gosh, it sure was ex-
citin' in spots and I thought the crowd would go daffy when a kid they
calls "Kuppy" knocks a home run. He sure did knock that ball for
a row 0' double jointed pepper trees. \hIell after the game I jazzes
back to the hotel and gets all dolled up fer the evenin' dance.
That dance· was a bird! The lights was low and music was
dreamy. It sure was a good dance and hroke up at one-fifteen.
Gert, I had a peach of a day and didn't expect to. I'm goin' back next
year I guess. S'long, old dear, I'll see you soon-say give me a ring
termorrer and maybe we can fix up that date. S'long!
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THE TRAINING SCHOOL
The annual Training School entertainment, "The Mound Build-
ers," \'1as presented Friday evening, April 25th. It combined an
American Indian cantata with rhythmic pantomine of the life of the
Pueblo Indians.
Against a setting of adobe dwellings, glowed the bright costumes·
of an uncivili;;;ed people. The portrayal of tribal customs depicted the
play of childhood, the industries of age and the ceremonies of youth.
An historical interest was attached to the scenes because each was
a detailed and faithful reproduction of the actual.
Haunting Indian melodies were most effectively woven by the
Glee Club under Miss Ream's direction. Rhythmic interpretations,
among them, those of the Indian maidens, "\Ve will go down to the
rippling brook where water cresses gl'OW," and the dance of the war-
rior, "Off for the hunting grounds," lent much of the imaginative
element.
'The harmonization of the realistic and the poetical is an art for
which l\liss Van Slyke deserves high commendation, as do also the
members of her committee: Misses Ream, Yale, Jackson and Taylor.
RED PLUSH AND CINDERS
Time: 3 :15
Place. Corner Perry and Erie Streets
"Oh, gir-Is, here it comes !"
"Mary, for goodness sake don't upset me."
"I beg your pardon, but for your own good would you mind
getting off my toe ?"
"Where is my ticket book? (This was followed by a frenzied
rush through miscellaneous books). Oh, (with a gasp of relief) it's
all right girls; I've got it."
The trolley drew nearer and came to a stop. The conductor
shouted, "All Aboard" and 1\1ary, as usual hopped on first. The con-
ductor hauled us up one by 'one and just as he was reaching for the
cord to start up again. his attention was drawn toward a wildly
gesturing figure that was sprinting desperately in our direction.
Fortunately, the conductor was human (they all aren't you know)
and he good naturedly waited until, with one final exertion she had
pulled herself up. I say she because it turned out to be such. Be-
lated commuters usually are "shes."
The car was crowded. "Why did everybody want to go to the
city at this time," I asked myself hopelessly. And why don't those
beastly men go in the smoker instead of occupying two otherwise
useful seats? Then spying a vacant place next to one of the "beastly
men," I resignedly Ropped into it. I knew it wasn't at· all ladylike.
I should have sunk gratefully into its T'ed plush depths, though much
to my own discomfiture there was very little depth to it and I
wished that I had flopped just a little more lightly.
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Well, I recovered a trifle from my peevish mood and glanced
about me. The passenger with whom I was sharing the seat (my
share being one-third) took that as the psychological occasion for
opening a conversation. He was a rather gossipy, moth-eaten look-
ing individual (one surmised that he had had a large family). The
mvment he opened his mouth my worst fear was confirmed. He
chewed tobacco!
"You're from the Normal School?"
I replied that I was, rather shortly.
"Going to be a teacher, eh? Well I'll bet you go and get mar-
.-ied before you finish."
J replied coldly that my intentions were contra1-y to that.
"'{ou're not more than fifteen or sixteen, are you?"
I answered sweetly, "no."
"vYell an education is a good thing and even if you do get mar-
r:ed you won't lose by it in case you have to get out and earn your
own living."
I told him I thought that people who do marry need far more
cd~:cation than those who do not. Just then my stop was called and
tl1l1S the conversation ended.
One morning, I happened to sit opposite a woman who was
breakfasting on the car. I hadn't noticed her until a decidedly
foreign odor had pierced through my subconscious mind. It was
noth;ng more common place than an orange. I glanced across the
aisle and saw her wresfing with the exterior of the above men-
tioned ()ran~·e. On her lap there was a complete "lay-out" of indi-
gcstibles. How I envy the person who can tuck away a hearty meal
the first thing in the morning without feeling any disagreeable
aftel--effects! \Vhen the car stopped for about five minutes the
only sound that could be h~ard was the masticating of food. Then
to my great delight, the gentleman who was occupying the seat
;11 front of her. turned around and glared. He was exceedingly
stout and he looked so ridiculously femcious that he was comical.
But he was justified in so doing. for his slumbers had been very
;-[1dely interrupted. ,She never flickered an eye-lash. Such is the
bliss of unconsciousness. \Vell, anyway, after she had finished her
repast. she asked the conductor if he would mind throwing the
orange peels out of the car door. Oh, no, indeed the conductor was
just delighted to do it! I think I should have slid them under some-
body's seat when no one was looking.
One afternoon, coming home, we had a funny experience.
HOl-ses are quite intelligent beasts, aren't they? And as a rule
they don't think of committing suicide. do they? But I know of
one that did. He was on the tracks in front of the approaching
trolley and he woulclil't move. He must have been very, very blue.
The motorman, not wishing to have a murder on his hands, stopped
the car, and the conductor conducted the horse off the tracks and
put him where he belonged.
Now, cows have different natures and less horse-sense. They
frequently get on the tracks, (to graze I suppose). And they are
so stupid that an oncoming trolley fails to arouse in them a stimulus
and response.
Some things that one comes across are actually funny. One man's
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face in particular, was a pantomine all by itself. He was sItting
in the front of the car facing us. Opposite him were two girls.
There is sort of a fascination in watching one who is chewing gum,
especially one who is an expert, and he certainly was. After watch-
ing him steadily for a few minutes it suddenly dawned upon me that
he ",as putting his teeth and jaws through the "daily dozen." Jaws,
up\\·;l,d. downward. side\\'ays. stretch! Only once did he cease his
m211eUi ers and the reason for that, 1 suspect. was because he was
so aj;~;orbed in ",hat the two girls were saying. Then he immedi-
ately recO\'ered himself and \\'orked harder than before.
unfortunately interesting bits like these do not always occur to
br;ghte:l the drab life of the comllluter, and there are times when
one is quite fatigued from continually yawning. So, I maintain that
the ccmmuter's lot is not all "red plush." It is plentifully sprinkled
",ith grit and cinders.-V. Valentine.
"THE RISING PSYCHOLOGISTS"
In this article it is my benevolent purpose to disclose and to eluci·
date yery obvious manifestations of genius shown in the "Normal
r'sychology Class." This genius, tho often times questionable, is no
reflection on the instruction of our worthy 1\1r. Herrington. If you
will bear with me thru this most amazing disclosure, I am sure there
will be no hesitancy on your part in proclaiming the super intelligence
of the people about to be discussed. Would that we were all such
buc1cling celebrities!
1\lr. Cooley deserves first mention. He has acquitted himself most
admiraVy thruout the year. disclosing to our phlegmatic minds most
illuminating ideas. We are all agreed that thru his phychological
precess 1\1r. Cooley is entitled to publish a new book on psychology,
J Ie has Cjuite reyolutionized the class with his statement in regard to
the gustatory senses: "1£ anyone smells food cooking and finds he
is full before he has eaten anything. he is employing "Christian Sci-
ence." \i\fhether this nell' theory will be generally accepted by the
leading psychologists of the day is yet unknown. However, we are
1ll0st indebted to 1\1r. Cooley [or such an original theory.
\Vithout 1\1r. George Wilson. the con 'Ciousness of the whole class
would be at a 100v pitch, vVith his wit and humor, his unparalleled
colloquial pO\I'er. he ,is a second Samuel Johnson. He is a firm be-
liever in the efficiency of the material instinct. His concrete ex-
<lmples. as when '[\1rs. H. burned her neighbor's coat, show no mean
ability in originality ",hen giving examples of the predatory instinct.
Jncleecl. 1\11'. \Nils.on doesn't air his most excellent knowledge very
1llilch. blit when he does there's a riot. He is especially appreciated
by the Misses lichacls and Steele. tho what the psychological mo-
tive behind their appreciation is, we have yet to ascertain.
\i\fhen 1\1r. Korn isn't napping. his peppy ideas, right to the point,
even puzzle the dead instructor. To quote any o[ his answers would
be embezzling the facts of psychology which men have been working
on for thousands of years. Mr. Korn because of his originality, can-
not confine himself to the author's words, thus proving that his inge-
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nuity is well developed. At any time we expect his new text book,
"Korn" Dissertation On Psychological :'I1aneuvering."
The gids figure in this brilliant assemblage also. l\Tiss Axtell
contributed boundless knowledge to the class one day by her state-
ment that certain Ao\\'ers make a woman drunk, \\'e can not doubt
the genius of our most esteemed classmate in so \\'ide!y portraying to
us the emotions accompanying olefactory sensations. HO\\'eyer, \\'e
are prone to say that perhaps in years to come lovers of sprees \\,ill
confine themselves to smelling flowers, thus receiving the same sen-
sations they would receive through imhibing the "old Scotch", If
such a thing does occur, we, as rising psychologists. will conclude that
the olefactory senses are superior to the gustatory ones.
Miss Henneky and ]\'[r. Herrington love their daily debate. An
excellent one had for its subject. "Limhurger Cheese," In comparing
notes they were at variance on the qnestion of odor. ;\1 iss 1[enneky
said that you can't smell the cheese if you get your mind off it. (She
and Mr. Cooley are true champions of Christian Science). 1\1 r. Iler-
rington, on the other hane\. insisted that pupils who bring limhng'er
cheese to school neate many false and disagreeable impressions. I-Tis
statement is infallible since he has had experience in that line (So he
says). When voted upon. the class was unanimously in favor of the
instructor's theory, pl'oving that the majority has come in contact.
with the inimitable limburger. 1\1 iss Henneky still thinks her theory
is right, and how we can eradicate this misconceiYed idea has become
a problem in the class. Everyone's consciousness is at a hig'h point.
Only a few facts regal'din o' this brilliant class have bee 1 disclo'ed.
TO'quote all the noble ideas and arguments tha have arisen in that
clas would take an extended period of time. The class is unique; it
is without a parallel in history. In closing let us not neglect a ,,'ord
about the teacher of this astounding class. 1\11'. Herrington, who is
well versed on cave-man tactics. infant manipulation. and who is the
champion draft regulator. is firmly imbued \\,ith the idea that the
"1924 Second Term Normal Class" of B. N. S. surpasses all other
classes, he has ever taught, in intelligence.
-H. M. Steele.
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THE WOLFHOUND'S FIERY CROSS
By Lloyd Butterfield
Camp Seneca was unusually quiet, for this night a full moon
shone with a weird, pale light from a cloudless sky. Below the row
of pup tents at the fot of the hill lay Cross Lake, as reflective as a
mirror. Behind the camp towered a woods which, if one believes
what the old men of the district say, had been there always. Around
a crackling fire were seated the boys of the camp and their Scout-
master, Mr. Clark. One of the older boys, Fire Side Champ, was the
center of attraction because he had promised an unusual story for
the night. From under the flaps of a tent protruded the head of
Soupy, who shared Champ's blanket roll.
"Forty years ago." said Champ, "there lived three of the most
desperate characters that Central New York has ever been acquaint-
ed with. Traveling on horseback they would swoop down on a small
county merchant about closing time, and take whatever was valu-
able. They outwitted sheriff's posses and terrified the country peo-
ple. One having killed two obstinate store keepers with their horse
pistols, they smeared a bloody cross on the shop door. A!I told, six-
teen hundred dollars was offered for these men, dead or alive.
"The leader was called the Major; a tall, dark, heavily bearded
southerner. His black, piercing eyes seemed to be able to read one's
very thoughts. The Major's mouth droop.ed in the corners, suggest-
ing a determined, cnrel spirit. The country women told their chil-
dren such terrible stories about him that whenever a tall, bearded
stranger rode by the little ones, repenting their sins, would rush to
their mothers crying. "The Lean Bearded Devil is coming."
"The other two members of the band were known as the \i\1olf-
hound; the most daring of the three, and the Bull, a heavily built.
brutish looking man. These three names were invented by a reporter
whom they had robbed. They, being pleased with resulting news-
paper story, adopted the names.
"Whenever the outlaws were hard pressed, they would go to a
cabin in a dense woods until they thought it safe to venture out
again. Finally one night while drunk, they ql.1arreled. The Major
and the Bull killed the Hound and smeared a bloody cross on the
floor. The next day a posse found the two men fast asleep on some
benches in the cabin. The blood had dried on the door. The corpse
lay on the floor with its head in one corner, and its body in another.
Some cards, dice, two half-drained bottles, and the dead man's money
were on the crudely built table.
"The Major and the Bull were hung at Syracuse. The county
people breathed easier. In a short time the work of the outlaws was
forgotten by the people of Central New York, but there is still one
section which remembers and talks about the crimes committed
forty years ago. The outlaws' cabin still stands. 0 one has dis-
turbed its furnishings. People who live near it claim that if one
should go by the cabin at night he would see the ghosts of the Major
and the Bull playing dice, and the ghost of the Wolfhound, who
haunts the place. He would also see a bright, fiery cross on the
cabin door."
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"Aw- I don't believe that. There ain't no ghosts," declared
Snoofer, the camp's doubter.
"I am glad you feel that way about it," said Champ, "because the
farmer I met cutting hay this morning told me this story, and said
that the old cabin which I had found last night near the upper-end
of the wagon road in the woods is the outlaws' cabin. It is only a
half mile over there and Mr. Clark's watch says nine o'clO'ck. Since
you don't believe in ghosts, suppose you investigate the thing."
"Do you think I would walk a mile on a fool errand for you?"
asked Snoofer.
By this time the mosquitoes won a decisive battle over Soupy,
who pulled his head inside of the tent flaps and made the characteris-
tic commotion of a boy getting into his blankets in the dark.
"You are scared to do it, Snoofer. I know you are. Here's my
pop and candy money," said Champ, extracting two silver dollars
from his watch pocket, "It will be your money if you dare to go to the
cabin tonight 'without a light."
"It is a lonesome job, but two dollars is two dollars. How are
you going to know whether I go to the cabin or not, Champ?"
Champ picked up a charred stick. "Here make a cross on the
door and the money is yours. 'vVe will see the mark tomorrow when
we go over there. If there ain't any ghosts, I must have been crazy
last night."
"You were crazy then!" said the doubter.
The boys all laughed. .
As soon as Snoofer disappeared up the path to the wagon road,
Big Boy voiced the sentiments of the troop, "Wonder what the trick
is? Tell us about those pugnacious spooks. I bet Champ has taken
the door off because the agreement was that the cross was to be on
t he door."
Champ was silent. Mr. Clark declared that he did not know any-
thing about the ghosts, and he began appointing the K. P. squad for
the next day.
"Snoofer has been gone fifteen minutes," Big Boy announced.
"By now he ought to find the door that ain't there."
"Listen," exclaimed Champ, grabbing a camp ax. From the hill
top sounded Snoofer's voice in a full volume yell of terror. Lanterns
were hurriedly lit, axes unsheathed, and the whole troop rushed up
the path to the wagon road. Big Boy went to rout out Soupy, but
he had gone, blankets, clothes and all.
At the wagon road a panting", white-faced Snoofer ran pell mell
into the foremost scout, knocking him over.
Champ got up. "What was it Snoofer?" he asked. "Jumping J up-
iter, but you are white. Tell us about it. Did you make the cross?"
"I saw 'em! I'm goin' back to camp! I'm goin' back !"
"Wait, Snoofer. Sit down boys. Begin at the beginning and tell
us what you saw," said Mr. Clark.
,Snoofer sighed, wiped the moisture from his forehead, and told of
his adventure. "To start with I didn't like the idea of going through
the woods alone. I was scared, but if I hadn't taken Champ up when
he offered two dollars you would all have known that I was scared. I
left camp and everything looked weird and unnatural in the moon
light. When I reached the ~vaO"on road an owl hooted, which scared
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me so that T nearly dashed back to camp. It seemed as if an animal
were stalking me because I would hear the dry twigs snap every
lit~le while. Once a bird flew from its perch, making an unearthly
nOIse.
"Mr. Clark told us once that the man who never got scared
\Vasn't brave, but the man who did the thing he was scared to do
\Vas a top notcher as far as courage went. I must have said that to
myself twenty times ou the way up.
"The cabin door I\'as open. letting in the moonlight. There, sit-
ting at the table was the most gruesome spectacle I ever wish to see.
Two chalk, white, human skeletons sat on stoo~s; each having a pile
of coins. They were bent .over the table, apparently trying to read
the numbers on the dice which one of them had just rolled. It
moaned twice. I felt c ;ld all over. 1 tried to speak but I couldn't
make a sound. I tried to run away but my legs would not move. My
heart pounded like a sledge hammer and my brain quit thinking.
Slowly the door began to close. As it sW~ing a smouldering, Aamin rr
cross came into view. I yelled and Aed."
"\Vill you go with us'? \Ve are going to investigate this thing,"
dec1ar<;.~ Bi,g Boy. "Sax, who ever heard of spooks having skele-
tons. I hat s a new one.
"No. I will go back to camp with the young kids." replied Snoofer.
The investigators came back an hour later. They brought the
trophies of the expedition along with them.
"I have it all doped out." yelled Big noy to the rest of the camp,
'''The skeletons are cardboard and \Vere hting from the ceiling with
thread. The coins are missing; however we have the dice. On the
doOl" was a cross of sticky stuff which smouldered in the dark. On
the wall \Vas tacked a note. I'll read it."
r\ NOTICE TO OUR BRETHREN
PLEASE do not lick the phosphorus rat paste off
from the door. It is poisonous.
Treat our ghosts with care.
Major
Wolfhound
Bull.
"I found an empty tube of rat poison on the Aoor.
"Champ has skinned out, hasn't he? I thought so. You all
noticed that Soupy went to bed early? Well he also skinned out,
blankets and all. He worked the ghosts show from behind the door.
I know this because when we heard Snoofer yell I was going to rout
Soupy out but he had already gone. I don't think we will see the
two roughnecks again tonight. \iVhen they do come back I am going
to help Snoofer put them in the lake, dressed or undressed, just as
we find them."
"Ditto," yelled all the boys as they spread out their blankets.
The Dipper and the big W had made a quarter of a cycle around
the Pole Star. The moon shone with a pale weird light down on a
hay field near Cross Lake. Two figures were quietly making their
way between the mirrors. They stopped.
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"What's that," whispered one.
"Skunk,-look out."
"Don't scare him," and they retreated.
"Give me some \?\!afers; I mean skeletons' coins."
They laid their blankets on the ground and crawled in.
"What are you going to do about Bronco's dice?" asked one.
"He should not hav.e brought them to camp. It's. his hard luck."
"Ough! this hay stubble sticks right through the blanket. Mos-
quitoes are awful."
"Shut up and say your prayers."
"Same to you, Soupy, old sinner."
IT'S OUR MOVE AT LAST
[Dedicated to Field "Mary" Akeley, a man with great possibili-
ties; however, as yet, undiscovered.J
"Hey fellas, come over here. I've got sumpthin' awful good to
tell ya. But first I'll say that it's such a darn good joke that you'd
better takeyour false worries outa your mouths so's you won't swal-
ler 'em, 'cause they might cause indigestion and besides you'd have to
buy a new set, sport models, perhaps.
"Well, sheiks, I suppose I've just gotta tell ya the joke. Of course
ya all know how the girls kidded us and hollered when we got our
loud, but nevertheless serviceable checkered shirts. Oh, what a
yell those girls did put up! Well, to be honest with you, that's about
all that they could do, and goodness knows, they like to do it well
enough, eh, what? you dashing Romeos. I'll admit that my shirt is
loud 'cause one day 1 got my" 930 sport model Lincolnette out and,
do you know, I couldn't he-ar that darn puddle-jumper run. Well any-
way, it wasn't runnin' just to suit me,-nothin' does, so I took my
'checkered cab' off so's I could work smoother. First I pored a little
banana oil on the tires so's they'd run smoother, and then I put some
cough syrup in the carburator ,so's it wouldn't cough up so much gas
and then I started out again, but I forgot to put my 'shirt' back on.
And say, talk about noise, why I scared a dumb waiter so that it
dropped a bowl of soup. Now can't you just guess what was the mat-
ter. Well listen an I'll tell ya', that darn shirt of mine was so loud,
when I had it on, that it offset the noise of that auto-go-devil.
Yesiree, they may be loud, but they're mighty serviceable, 'cause
this same time that I scared the dumb-waiter in Snover's new, up-to-
date Sag-Iess-or-more, I met a guy outside of town who was stuck,
J
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not financially, but otherwise, cause he slipped me five 'German
Marks,' which by the way, made me feel bigger'n the 'Kaiser' on
his flight to Holland. What I means by "otherwise" is that this guy
was restin' in peacefullike in one of them places on the Million Dollar
what looks like somebody's been diggin' for oil in Maybe it's Harry
Sinclair? And by the way, they named that wad at the contractor's
request 'cause he made a million a mile. Well, gettin' back, this
here guy yells up from his 'baby Teapot Dome' sumpthin about pros-
pectin'. That sounded sorta good, but come to find out he was only
prospectin' on how he was gonna get out. Well, 'Arabian Knights,'
just put your thinkers to thunk on that, and if I was classin' your
thinkers as watches, they'd all be Ingersolls, eh-you 'Sheba Chasers.'
Well, I saw my chance to do a deed good, I.mean a steed good, for
it was a noble steed; it was a delicate thing with ivory, set in gold;
spark-plugs and out or in ·inne.r- tubes; so I says, never fear, noble
Busters, I'll have you onta there before sunset, and by the way, it was
10 a. m., not the day before but the same day, understand; I doubt it.
Well, I didn't have any rope, so I took my shirt, checkered one of
course, and lassoed the grease cup on the windshield-wiper of the
, oble Steed.' Then I hooked the shirt, to my car to me and then I
got in my coup-can and, after considerable squeezin' of the rabbit's
foot, I succeeded in draggin' out the 'Noble Antique'. So you see
my checkerboard is also serviceable.
"Well. Cavemen, I've delayed tellin' you long as possible, so here
it is: It's this darn shingle bob. No wonder there are blind men
learn in' to be barbers, 'cause they .don't \:1aveta see to cut it shingled
fashion. I guess the girls ain't got nothin' on us no more. It's our
move at last, eh, what? You 'Haters of Women'."
By A. Kennith Sylvester, author of
"Chief Wind That Moans in the Night,"
and "Mr. Banana Oil is Miss .Applesauce."
ALMA !MAT[F1
rD h r. :oJ II I I I I II W~en t~e fleetin9 years divide
I'J"f 61 .m i~U~ from t~ee ,our gentle 9uide,Itt ~ya I 5t~d ent heart. Still ourt~ou9~t5 with neohall rest
j-: ~~ ~h I~ Alma Mater, Jearest, best.
lp. ~ . ~
Friendly flower.s and stately tree~
Lend new perfume to the breeze;
Dear old Campus, loft~ hall5,
Alma Mater, we love thy walb.
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JUST SO
Deep down in hard wood seats we sit,
Thirty little classmates and I;
And slow (very slow) we gather, bit by bit,
The pllilosopher's knowledge, weighed and diy.
Some fearful ones reach their hands for it,
Other close their ears and let it all whiz by,
\,yhile quite in earnest our brows we knit,-
Thrice ten small Shakespeares and 1.
Above our heads there is one big cloud,
We hold our hearts ere it saunters by;
Like Burke the second, aye, the first,
\,ye wish he were here. vVhy did he die?
Thrice faster than we can ever be taught
The "how come" is launched and we don't know why,
While the "Lord help me," goes up with what we've got.
Woe to those thirty unfortunates and 1. .
Often we seek our clocks as the time crawls on,
Our stomachs, vacuums, we all know why;
For one half a sandwich our shoes we'd pawn,
But, no, that would be luck,-Exit a sigh.
We care for nothing but whistle or gong;
To fall asleep we need not try;
And still they tell us it won't last long,
Those thirty "bumps on a log," and 1.
Leastways as how that's what they say,
About that fourth hour English class;
There are some survivors still left ,today,
. You can ask them about it or let it pass.
AND
Readers, what are all these things they're talkin about?
They start a month before the eighteenth of July;
Do you suppose they're connected with what we do now
And are effected when we don't half try?
Oh why are our troubles so many?
A bunch of folks can't see why they don't buy,
Some cheap one way tickets to Miami,
For those regents detesters and 1.
BUT
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To tell the truth I think the whole thing's bunk,
'Bout this dark hoverin' cloud, and say
I think if a feller is tryin' to learn,
Most obstacles jest natchly pass away.
[Editor's Note-Author has left the country without leaving his
address or name.]
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THE BURNING SCAR
"Say, I have found a haunted house right here 111 the city," ex-
claimed my friend Carver, after pr.eliminary greetings. "You know,"
he continued, "that my wife and I just rented an old fashioned house
for the season. Well, we stayed in that house just two days. It was
not so much what we saw or heard but the strang.e feeling which
crept over us whenever we passed the room at the head of the stairs
on the second floor. We slept on the second floor two nights and
nothing bothered us, but the third morning Nell said we'd better get
out, and for once in my life I agreed with her."
"We gave the landlady the keys, telling her we didn't like the
house. The woman smiled in a peculiar manner and said, 'they must
have treated you kindly, because no one ever stayed there more than
one night before'." .
"Did you .ever go into the haunted room." I asked, smiling.
"No, neither my wife nor I had the courage to do that."
"I think I'll rent your haunted house," I said, "You know I have a
sort of mania for such things."
Carver started.
"You're not going to live there?" he asked sharply.
"Sure," I replied with a grin, "I think I'll settle there perma-
nently. I ahvays had such an affection for ghosts."
Carver's face altered curiously.
"I shouldn't advise that," he said earnestly. "Perhaps I haven't
made it clear, but"-his lips worked painfully, "there is really some-
thing in that room, something terrible. Please don't attempt to live
there."
"Surely, Carver, a man of your intelligence doesn't believe in
ghosts," I began jokingly. However, my words did not ring quite
true. The expression of my friend's face froze the jest on my lips.
"Anyway," I amel'lded, "if your ghosts prove too much for me, I'll
leave."
Several times more during our conversation Carver attempted
another remonstration, trying to make me change my mind, (would
that he had succeeded), but I only laughed at his fears. Finally,
having given me the address of the haunted house, he left.
Immediately I sought out the little old lady and secured the rental
of the house for one month. During the first day I explored .the old
house from attic to cellar with the exception of the one room at the
head of the stairs. I had found that I too could not pass it without
a nameless feeling of horror. There was nothing so unusual about
the rest of the house though the furniture was quaint and old-
fashioned.
That evening I went to an opera and returned rather late. Orig-
inally I had intended to sleep on the second floor, but the nameless
fear of this one room influenced me to spend the night in the library.
I entered the library and having seen that all the windows and both
doors were securely fastened and locked, I undressed 'and lay down on
a couch to sleep. Suddenly, without any warning, the light went out.
I could not help but realize with grim humor that the setting was
all ready for the entrance of the ghost. I heard a door on the second
floor open and shut with a bang. I had a feeling of suspense and
expectation.
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Something was bumped down the stairs and I heard it being drag-
ged over the floor toward the library. By that time the humor of
the situation had ceased to interest me. I heard the door which I had
just finished locking rattle and then swing open.
I had a sudden desire to spring up and scream at the top of my
lungs, but I "vas paralyzed with fright and my jaws remained locked.
I lay silent and waited. After a moment's silence th.ere was the sound
of soft breathing which seemed to come nearer my couch. It came
nearer, it stood beside the couch and then came oblivion. For just
a moment something cold, moist and slimy-like a tai1gle of writhing
worms-had touched my face.
When I recovered my senses it was broad daylight and to me
the events of the night seemed like a hideous' dream. However,
this feeling of unreality left me at once when 1. noticed the open
door. Trembling so that I could scarcely dress, I hurriedly donned
my clothes and rushed out into the street. I must have presented a
sorry sight, pale and disheveled and breathless. Everyone I met
stared at me.
I had a light breakfast at a nearby cafeteria and then called
Carver on the phone to ask him to meet me right after lunch. He
promised to come at two o'clock and, after some hesitation, said
he would go into the haunted room with me. I had four hours to
collect my wits and courage.
I went to the park and selected a secluded bench where I could
think over the happenings of the night. What was there in the room
at the head of the stairs What had I heard come bumping down
from above? \tVhy should I, a normal and matter of fact girl, feel
such horror at just the thoughts of that room? Such thoughts as
these continually surged through my brain and would give me no
peace.
When I returned reluctantly to the house the clocks were just
striking two, and I found Carver already seated on the stone steps.
He greeted me cordially and asked me about last night's happenings.
I had given him only a hint over the phone. \tVhen I had finished
telling him as rationally as I could about the event I found he was
not as skeptical as.I had imagined he would be.
He suggested that we go in, for we had been sitting outside,
and explore the house. \tVe went through every part of it thoroughly
before entering the dreaded room, but as before, we found nothing
unusual. It was dusk when we finally entereCl the room.
The first thing which struck me was the antiquity of the room. I
have said that the house was old but this room seemed set apart from
the house. That it had not been touched for years was evidenced by
the thick mantle of dust which covered everything. Indeed so thick
was the dust that when we walked we had the impression of step-
ping on a thick rug and the marks we left behind were as much as an
inch deep. The dust even on the windows was so thick that very
little light could pierce the covering. In other rooms I had found
relics of the past but here antiquity was curiously complete; for in
all the room I could find nothing of a definitely post-revolutionary
date.
As I surveyed the quaint room I felt an increase of that curious
aversion which I had experienced in passing it. .Just what it was III
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feared I could not have told, but the whole atmosphere seemed redo-
lent with unhallowed age, unpleasant crudeness and of secrets that
were far better forgotten.
Carver had wandered away from me on his tour of exploration
and lost in the gloom but I could still hear his exclamations of
wonderment. I was examining the literary contents on a shelf near
the door when suddenly Carver seized my hand so tightly that it
hurt. ever had I seen such an expression of terror on any man's
face.
"Who," he almost shrieked, "who opened that window?"
For a moment I gazed on the terror-distorted face in silence.
"I did," I answered; "It was getting so dark in here I thought maybe
it would help." .
Carver drew himself together with a visible effort. "Forgive me,
he faltered, "but you see this room gives me the jimmies."
But I had not opened the window and I did not think it safe to tell
Carver the truth at such a time.
We soon returned down stairs and Carver, once more trying to
make me relinquish my purpose to stay there, left the house. After
Carver had gone I scraped up something to eat and went to the
library to read until bed time. Now I do not believe in hypnotism
or mesmerism, so I must be very exact from now on in relating what
happened that second night of my stay in the house.
I had not read long before I found that there was some great force
truggling to enter my mind. For several minutes I fought that force
with all my will power, but in vain. I could feel that indominatible
force getting control of my senses and overpowering my own will.
As if in a dream I rose up ant of my chair and walked out of the
library, up stairs and into the door of that fearful room. I shut the
door behind me.
When that door shut the controlling force left my brain and I
regained complete control of my actions. The moon lit up the place
with a ghastly whiteness. Somehow I knew that unless I got out of
there immediately something terrible would happen. I turned to
open the door, and as I did so something cold, wet and slimy gripped
my wrist. It was the same thing which had touched my face the
night before.
I could not move or shriek and knew that it would be useless to
do either. I could see nothing, but I could feel that something was
beside me and was holding my wrist. \l\That was it? I shut my eyes
afraid to look around. Once more that unconquerable force made me
move. It made me turn my head and open my eyes. Then I saw the
thing.
The Thing, which held me with a huge, flabby hand, had long sharp
nails and was cold and wet, seemed to be a tall wild-looking being.
It was naked and covered with filth and slime from head to foot. As
it drew me, kicking, beating and struggling with all my might, relent-
lessly toward it the Thing placed its other arm over my shoulders
and lifted me bodily from the floor, raising me to its face.
Over its face hung a thick curtain of tangled, meshed hair matted
with leaves and mud. The repugnant Thing shook back its mane,
disclosing a face terrible to see. By the light of the moon I could
dimly see two huge green eyes which glittered like those of a cheetah,
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and teeth which hanging down over the underlip, resembled the
fangs of a hunger-crazed wolf.
othing occurred for a second or two, the repulsive Thing held
me fainting in its close grip-then slowly its head lowered and I
could feel its hot breath on my face. my neck. Its sharp fangs
opened and closed on my throat. Then consciousness left me.
One day-months later as I soon found out-I,awoke to find my-
self lying on a cot in a small rOOIll, the walls of which were covered
with thick padding. Some people came in looking pained and dis-
turbed, when I told them what had happened. Not long afterward
Carver came to see me and I told him what I had been through. He
listened patiently then spoke.
"You were found roaming the streets a raving madman. You told
people about that room and they thought you "'ere dangerous.
Learned men know that such things exist, but dare not tell what
they kno'vv for fear of being treated as you have been. They will keep
you in this insane asylum as long as you talk about such things."
I followed Carver's advice and was silent. The authorities pro-
nounced me cured and freed me. But such things as the Thing in that
room do exist and come forth from their seclusion in the witching
hours of the night time. If you do not believe me, look at these three
marks on either side of my thl'oat and tell me where they came from.
They were not there before that second night.-M. Curtis.
HOW I AMUSED MYSELF IN CHURCH
I suppose everyone has some memory \\'hich they like to look
back upon and keep in mind. I can remember a summer when I was
spending a couple of weeks in a small town in Pennsylvania. The
second day of my .visit happened to be Sunday. Having risen early
in the morning we dressed in all our finery, hitched an ancient horse
to a spring wagon and rode, or rather bumped over an unpaved road
to church two miles away.
The day was hot and sultry, big thunder clouds were piling up in
the west and flies were buzzing everywhere. We arrived at the small
church and because the weather was hot and we were early we did
not go inside at once but stood outside and watched the arrival of
other people. Farmers and a few miners. hot. uncomfortable and
self-conscious in their stiff Sunday clothes, came up, shook hands,
made remarks about the weather, stood silent a few minutes and said
well they guessed they might as well go inside and filed into the
chul'ch.
The service opened with a song accompanied by an old-fashioned
organ, and then the sermon began. The minister, although I did not
listen much, believed in fire and brim stone. Trying my best to pay
attention to his sermon, I found this impossible, and began to look
the congregation over.
Way back in the corner I saw a fat man stealing forty winks with
his mouth open, from which issued forth miniature thunder claps.
Across from him and a little in front a young hopeful of about two
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summers was trying to pick cherries off his mother's hat, while she
was busy keeping husband awake, making her children behave, and
give her attention to the service as much as possible. Having satis-
fied curiosity about my fellow beings I remembered an amusement
I had recently learned to pass away time. The method of this very
fascinating and exciting game is to take a hymn book and find the
titles of two songs on opposite pages, put them together and see if
they make any sense. The first ones I turned were "Lord I am
Coming home" and on the opposite page "VI/ould you believe it?"
A second one was "Souls are coming home" "\J\Tho'll be next?" and
another was "\J\Te can do it if we try," "Shine and keep sweet." When
I read this I thought of the girls' cloak room at school and the
various cries of "Who's got a vanity case?" and "Say, lend me some
powder, will you?" And I wondered how many of them shined very
much.
I was brought back to my immediate surroundings by the voice
of the minister. I again tried to pay attention but I failed because
I did not know what he was talking about. After this I attempted to
count the flies on the ceiling, but my neck got tired of holding my
head in such a position so I could count them and I gave that up.
Next I noticed that a small boy beside me had brought a grasshopper
and had stuck it down a fat lady's back. She was attempting to pull
it out without calling attention to herself.
Finally the service was over, ending by another song and a long
prayer. We again filed out the door, untied "Bonapart," as I had
named the horse, and drove home amic;l large drops of rain and
flashes of still distant lightning.-A. Redman.
THE MARRIAGE LICENSE BOARD
We hereby announce-any person coming to us before the age of
eighteen for a marriage license will be killed on the spot!
For instance, two children came in two weeks ago and asked for
a license, on asking their names I found one to be Dorothy Clark, and
it seems she wished a certain Yard (some such first name), or no, I
guess it was Tie Yardley, to marry her. He couldn't speak a darn
word so I had to take her word for everything. Well everything
went fine-"loves me" and "I love him"-until I looked up her age.
Now I ain't a gonna tell her age, but, damn you kids, keep out of
here!
Well another pair came in and I found this guy was too darn old
for the girl. I think he was twenty and she sixteen. Now I ain't in
this here office fur fun, either stay out or I'll get sore and kick ya out.
And what's more I want you carnsarn mother's-in-Iaw to leave me
alone. Don't come to me just because some dumb egg got married
to your gal and ask me if it's legal to shoot a man in his sleep.
See here if that guy they call Mann, or sum sich name, don't cut
out coming to me with gals that don't want to marry him, I'm going
to choke him. Don't think you're a "Sheik" just because ya' lived a
week ill a tent.
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And what's more, I'm sick of seeing these quiet kind of lads like
Leigh and Korn come in with these wild ladies that's Olit for their
cash. I'll discourage them for a while but some day they'll beat me
to it.
Now Jimmy Knapp and Majic Breeze-them two eggs is as
thick as mud over each other, and when they're old enough I'll marry
'em-but damn keep out 'till ya' grow up!
ow that little shrimp Morman Benedict, and Lulu Bricks (for
'darn-it was something like that) I'm sick 0' seeing them two-he's
a darn kid arid I'm not kidding ya' when I say she's olel enough to
know better.
They's a teacher up in ormal (she ain't tho') by the name of
Miss Cimmons or Sinimons, who has been try in' to marry a certain
Harry or (something like that) Coolie. He's a fine boy-quite young
and simple, quite small tho'. Now he ain't out ta' marry ya' and you
better let him alone.
Now last and least they's a guy named LawsL1m or Laws'on, who
is chasin' a yoting child. Now either you let that youngster of my
aunt's cousin's grandfather alone, or I'll scalp ya. My name's Petrie!
By order of the Justice of Pieces.
P. S.-Hurb Malt don't come here no more unless l\Tiss Hill con-
sents ta' live with ya' and her mother consents to adopt you fer life.
Hear me?
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I've Heard That Joke
We toil and sweat, burn midnight oil,
Our tempers ruffle, our collars soil,
But without exception there's some
poor bloke
Who inevitably informs us, "I've heard
that joke."
We concentrate our thoughts and
minds
For long hours, some quip to find.
Needless to say, comes the old re-
frain,
"I've heard that joke," we hear again.
And so we hope, on judgment day,
When St. Peter sees him to mete out
his pay,
If our friend complains with his usual
croak,
St. Peter will say, "I've heard that
joke."
-Madalene Curtis.
Dot Fether-"Did' you know that
there are three kinds of dancing?"
"Alligator"-"No, what are they?"
Dot-"Graceful, ungraceful and dis-
graceful."
Father-"Fern, have you seen my
morning paper?"
Fern-"Why, dad, it must have
been the. one I used to wrap up the
fudge Eddie took home with him last
night."
Miss Wallace-"Mr. Hillgartner, tell
the method of making carborundum
in an electric furnace."
Hilly-"Well, they put in carbon
and rundum, mix 'em up, turn on the
current and make carborundum."
Harvey-"I made a bad break at
dinner today."
Dean Henion-"Would the Book of
Etiquette have helped any?" ,
Harvey-"No, but some glue did."
A peach came walking down the street,
She was more than passing fair.
A smile, a nod, a half-closed eye,
And the peach became a pair.
Bill Mann-"At the masquerade
thought your costume was ripping."
Dot Clark-"Well, if you were a
gentleman you'd have told me so."
Miss Edwards-"Didn't you write
out your lesson for today, Mr. Bar-
clay?"
Ken-"Yes, in blank verse."
Herby-"You know, last year the
doctor told me if l' didn't stop smok-
ing I'd become feeble-minded_"
Mary-"Well, why didn't you stop?"
Daddy Lathrop-"And now, class,
we get X equals zero."
L. Dewey-"Gee, all that work for
nothing."
"Snick" Hawkins-"Wbat should I
use for a shampoo?"
Art Brown-"I'd suggest a vacuum
cleaner."
C. O. B.-"So you want to get off
tomorrow afternoon to attend your
grandmother's funeral?"
Don Corbett-"Yes, sir, if it doesn't
rain."
Perry (absent mindedly surveying
himself in the hair brush instead of
the mirror)-"Gosh, but I need a
shave."
Latin As It Is Jazzed
Boyabus kissabus girlabusorum
Girlabus likabus wanta somemorum
Bothabus geta so engrossabusorum
Forget all about the timeabusorum.
Darkabus nighta no lightobusorum
Dad coma down with a stickabusorum
Boyabus make one grand rush for the
"dorum .
Had no desire to see papabusorum.
Boyabus come to the fencabusorum
Teara his pants when he climbedabus-
orum
Never came back to see her any-
morum.
-M.R C.
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Old EnJlish
Miss Edwards-"How would you
say in Shakespearean English, 'Here
(omes a· bow-legged n..an'?"
Field-"Behold! Aha! What is this
see walking in parenthesis ?"-Ex.
Miss Simonds (in English-"Angus
Murry, take this sentence: 'Lead the
cow from the pasture,' what mood?"
A. Murry-"The cow did, mum."
-Ex.
Field-"I have an awful cold in my
head."
Abe-"Well, that's better than
nothing."
An interesting advertisement which
appeared in the college paper.
"If the gentleman who took my
psychology notes ·from the cloak-rack
will return them before exams, no
questions will go unanswered."-Ex.
Good for Him
"Snick H. talks in his sleep."
"How's that?"
"He recited in class today."-Ex.
Little girl to grandfather-"Grand-
pa, why don't you grow hair on your
head?"
Grandpa-"Well, wby doesn't grass
grow on a busy street."
Little Girl-"Oh! I see. It can't
get up through the concrete."-Ex.
Miss Martin (menacingly trying to
make an appointment with Ken Bar-
clay to make up work)-"Seiior Bar-
clay, do you have anything 7th hour?".
Ken (regretfully)-"Yes, I do."
(Long pause) "Study hall."
Neal-"O, Pop, there's a poor man
crying outside. Can I give bim a
nickel ?"
Mr. Salisbury-"Why yes-it's kind
of you to want to give him a nickel.
But what's he crying about?"
Neal-"Peanuts, 5 cents a bag."
Miss Simrr.ons-"How did you like
Scott's Ivanhoe?"
"Chatter"-"Fine, but like his
Emuls:oil better."
l\lotl'cr (knocking at the bedroom
door)-"Eight o'clock! Eight o'clock!"
Art (sleepily)-"Did you? Better
call a doctor."
"Dot" T.-"The only men I kiss
are my brothers."
"Peanut"-"What lodge do you be-
long to?"
Inebriated Gentleman to Pole Cat-
"Nice kitty, kitty, nice kitty. Shay,
what have you been drinking?"
"Awful accident last night. Herbie
ran his car plumb around a corner."
"Well, there wasn't any corner."
"Daddy"-"Will you layoff that
line ?"
Peg Harmon-"I wasn't talking to
anyone, sir."
" ormie"-Don't go. You're leav-
ing me entirely without reason."
Miss Martin-"I always leave things
as l' find them."
Mother (of her)-"Dot had the
cutest dimpled knees when she was
a child."
Art-"Well, for the matter of that
she still ha-er, ah-I mean most
children have."
Dot Seybolt (to pupil disturbing
class)-"You'll have to remain here
after class with me."
Enos Benedict-"Sure, Miss Sey-
bolt. If you're not afraid of the scan-
dal, I'm not."
Male Flappers
Hank-"The Blue Law agitations
were going to have a parade of col-
lege men who had never kissed a
girl."
Yank-"Did they have it?"
Hank-"No. One was sick and the
other wouldn't march alone."-Banter
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Brockport Sprayer and Pump Co.
Roy J. Fetter, Manager
Power Sprayers
Spray Fittings and
Gasoline Engines
Agricultural Implements
Phone 341
BROCKPORT, NEW YORK
Compliments of
A. &P. PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Brockport, New York
THE MIESSNER
.. THE LITTLE PIANO WITH THE BI ~ TONE"
Ideal for small dwellings.
The Brockport Normal School has two of these instruments.
~
MAIN STORE
39·41 SOUTH AVE.
EViRYTHINC IN MUJ1C
AND MWlCAL
IlUT'RUMENTr
BRANCH STORE
412 EAST MAIN ST.
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DARROW SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
We offer to the young people of Rochester .and vicinity:
(1) A friendly school where sincere personal interest and
co-operation among students and faculty are evident.
(2) An opportunity to progress individually as rapidly as is
consistent with good work.
(3) A thorough training in such Business Subjects as will
prepare for a desirable position.
(4) An Employment Department that will actively assist
students-free of charge-in securing the position best
suited to their qualifications.
(5) A lis.t of ~atisfied graduates-now employees-and em-
ployers.
LET US HELP YOU MAKE YOUR MARK IN THE WORLD
79
218 East Avenue
Stone 1974
Rochester, N. Y.
!
If!.=========================~
BE SURE
to·EN.GAGE
" .
"Sax", Smith's
Orchestra
j
for. your. next
Fraternity or Sorority
:, Party
Playing at Windsor Hotel
Plain 6699
J,. .:..._ 53 South Clinton Ave.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
'~rockport Fruit
Association, Inc.
Wholesale Dealers in
Fruits
and
Produce
Apples, Peaches, Pota-
toes and Cabbage
a Specialty.
Niagara Dusting
Machines and Materials
PHONE 303
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It .Pays to Attend 'the Best School
BRYANT & STRATTON COLLEGE
BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Write for Catalogue
Leading Facts About
Bryant & Stratton College
II
It prepares young men and women
for efficient performance of duties as
managers, accountants, secretaries,
stenographers, book-keepers and gen-
eral office assistan ts.
It now offers a course in Account-
ancy which prepares for the C. P. A.
examination in any state and for pro-
fessional practice.
It now offers a course in secretarial
science which goes way beyond the
usual stenographic and book-keeping
courses, and equips the student with
the advanced tr~.ining and knowledge
of efficient s2cr"Llrio.l functioning.
It now offers a 8USIN ESS ADMINIS-
TRATION courSe th'lt is a veritable
liber.at educa.tion in busine,s. It is an
intensive study of modern business
l1lethods-A four year colIege course
boiled down until the real essentials
alone are left. All the useless frilIs
are eliminated. This course includes
instruction in Marketing Problems,
Capital Problems, Labor Problems,
Forecasting Business Conditions, Or-
ganization and Management, Credits
and ColIections, Stocks, Bonds and
Mortg'ages, Accounting Procedure, Au-
diting, Business Law, Advertising and
Selling, Public Speaking, and many
other attractive subjects for one who
contemplates a business career.
It has the best informed, knowledge
imparting faculty of any school of its
kind in the' world. Catalog is free.
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'The Secretarial Course at 'R.. 11. I.
Will prepare you to take a posItIOn in a business otfice
where a knowledge of Shorthand, Typewriting and Book-
keeping is required. This course may be sta~ted on the first
or third Monday of any month in the year. Free catalogue
mailed on request.
Rochester Business Institute
172 Clinton Avenue South
Rochester, N. Y.
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I6rNationally known Silk
Hose at $2.50, and uni-
versally liked.
You make a goodIchoice al·
ways, if it is a Gerdon.
Price. are $1, $1.BO, '1.75. $2.50
Swartz &Brooks
6
The
I First
National
Bank
of
Brockport
New York
4% Paid on Interest Account.
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a
Buffalo Friend
at
The Rexall Store
Thomas n. Dobson Co.
Brockport, N. Y•
, Compliments of
Get Your
SWIM CAPS
"Look Your Best at All Times"
"ANZA"
"The Coffee Without a Kick"
Excellent Flavor
"ANZA" .wIll not injure the
most delicate stomach.
Sold only at
Lee's. Grocery
, Quality
Merchandise
at
Ashworth's
Dry Goods 'Ready-to-Wear
Milliman Grocery
Groceries of Quality for leas I
Dailey Produce Co., Inc~
D. L. & W.
j Anthracite Coal
,
. Park Avenue
. - ".- .......
": ~
Fred G. Gillespie I
FLOUR, FEED I
Seeds and Plants-
Poultry, ,Supplies
, .
Baled Hay and Sh,avings
, I
I
-, Compliments of
Perry's Restaurant
and I
Dining Room
--
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mbe (!Coffee ~bop
1!}ote[·1irockport
I Photographs
in this issue made at
~~
24 Erie St.
Brockport, N. Y.
Smart Styles for Young Men
In Clothing, Hats, Shoes and Furnishings
McFarlin Clothing Co.
83
110-116 Main Street, East ROCHESTER
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Shop Phone, 333-M Residence, 239-.
George Dunn
Furniture, Rugs, Undertaking
Phone 185-W
Brockport, New York
E. Side Main St. Near Bridge
Eyerything washed sweetly,cleaned with mildest soap;
nicely ironed and neatly folded,
snowy and smooth.
LEE SING LAUNDRY
Market St. Brockport, N. Y.
Compliments of
Harlem Lampen
& Co.
"The People's Store."
GEO. W. CARR
Furnace Work, Tinning, Roof-
ing, Eaves Troughs and
Conductors
Jobbing a S,eeialty
39 Main St. Brockport, N. Y.
GEO. B. HARMON
INSURANCE
Marble and Granite
Cemetery Memorials
Market Street
FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
Homer E. Rogers I
Florist
Chevrolet High StandingFootwear
,.
Cars Trucks Quality, Price aRd Fittin&
John Bauch & Sons QualitiesRichards Boot Shop"
BROCKPORT and HAMLIN QUALITY FOOTWEAR
.. ' .. - ~ -- ..
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All Aboard for the Vacation Special!
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-
~ We wish you a pleasant trip, a delightful vacation, but
you can't get away \\'ithout first having the proper luggage
fo.r the trip.
~ And luggage-good luggage--is a hobby with us, To go
away with shabby looking luggage IS just like being all
dressed up In your best clothes except for a pair of rusty
looking shoes. Good looking luggage is a part of your
traveling costume-it must be. right.
I
We would be glad to show you some of this Correct Lug-
gage and see that you are properly equipped before you start.
Fourth Floor
SIBLEY, LINDSAY & CURR CO.
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Market Street Coal Yard
COAL
Dean L. Butler
Hamlin, N. Y.
Phone 26-R-11
Upstairs. Ladies' and Gents'
Dining Room
LUNCH
CONFECTIONERY
CIGARS and TOBACCO
Snover & McGrath
Brockport
Rochester Ice Cream
I School Supplies
Candies and Fine
Staple GrocerieS
KUPPINGER'S
Cleveland &Sons C~.
ENGINEERING I
CONTRACTORS I
Brockport New York
-+ ••
-
Brockport
We also Cut Ladies' and
Children's Hair
Come in and try us
E. S. Smit h
Newco
Gasoline
and Kerosene
First Class, Sanitary
BarherWork
28 Main St.
PHOTOGRAPHS
FOR NEAT SENIOR ANNUAL. '25, BY
:.fMo5tr ~tubio
~petiali?ing in ~ome ~otttaiture
Stone 2440 27 Clinton Ave. North
ROCHESTE~, N. Y.
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Victor Talking Machines
AND RECORDS .,
Furniture, Floor Coverings,
Window Shades and Curtains
",
I~' V. FOWLER, 97 Mai~ Str~tBrockport, New"York
S' E E THE E L CAR
,AUTOMOBILE
Before v~u place your order for a new car. A QUALITY
CAR AT A QUALITY PRICE.
Moore-Kimball- CO.
BROCKPORT NEW YORK
There's a Snappiness
To OUf Boys' Clothes ..
/'1 "
"-.- "
as well as a dependable quality, that is all the time mak-
ing fast friends for. our Boys' Dapartment.
Union Clothing Co., Rochester, N. Y.
THE STVL.US
American Lunch
Full Three-Course
Sunday Dinner, 75c
Camen's
CIFTS
The Homecraft
Shop
ART NOVELTIES
WOMEN'S EXCHANGE
SPENCER.PORT, N. Y. Spencerport New York
An Open Letter
ero Brockport Normal Graduates
Do you realize that less than twenty miles
from home, in Rochester, Mechanics Insti-
tute is located; and that hundreds of young
men and women from all over Western New
York have completed their school training
there and have gone into the industrial
world, well qualified to hold responsible
positions?
The Institute's courses in Industrial Arts,
Home Economics, and Applied Arts are
very practical and its graduates are in de-
mand.
You owe it to yourselves to investigate
its possibilities before deciding what you will
do next. Take tne time to make a personal
visit and discuss your problems. ·Meanwhile
a catalog will be mailed 011 request.
RochesterAthenaeum& Mechanics Institute
55 Plymouth Avenue, South Rochester, New York
~btrt~a =~arit
Vanit!' ~bOppt
Jirotkport Jletu ~ork
Compliments of
Covert's Bakery
T H. EST Y L U $
Hayner's "Dust Proof" Dressing
H.. preserved the floors of Brockport Nonnal for years.
Can we be of help to you?
The Norman C. Hayner Co.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
BASTIAN BROS. CO.
MANUFACTURING
Jewelers and Stationers
To High Schools and Colleges
Talented designers, expert die cutters, skilled jewelers,
experienced workmen and our superior method of manufac-
ture produce emblems that are individual and di.tinctive.
Catalog on request
89
I'
1058 Bastian Bldg. Rochester, N. Y.
We Have the Goods!
"QUALITY FIRST." OUR l\/IOTTO
We deal in only wen known makes.
Adler Rochester Clothes. Cluett-Peabody Collars
and Shirts. Hill-Loper Hats.
E. Harrison & Co.
PHONE 243-W MASONIC BUILDING
THE STYLUS
Ph •• e 7-.
Brockport Electric
Company
Electrical Contractors
Residence Wiring a Specialty
23 Market Street
BROCKPORT, N. Y.
Electric Light and Power Wiring
Electric Fixtures
The
Brockport
Smoke Shop
CIGARS, TOBACCO. CANDY
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
_-- 8rockport New Vork
Com pi iments of
McCURDY & COMPANY, Inc.
Rochester, New York
D. Hottmann
Merchant Tailor ;'
Tailor, Custom Made Clothes
-. ,
Cleaning and Pressing
43 Main St., -Brockport, N.V: >' '.-
Lumb-er Is
Down
probably as low as it will be
this;.season:- Do"not'de-
fay' your repairs.
L. Gordon & Son, loe.
'tHE STYLUS
DRAUGHTING SUPPLIES
We want you to know that our Artist's Materials Department
is splendidly stocked with Instr ments in Sets, Drawing Tabled,
Drawing Boards, Slide Rules, Triangles, T-Squares, Thumb
Tacks, Inks, Pens, Pencils, Erasers, etc. Alao with Water
Colors, Vii Colors, Brushes. etc., and to assure you that you
will be pleased with our prices and service.
Pi
Barnard, Porter & Remington
9 North Water Street, near Main ROCHESTER, N. Y.
School Supplies
Sporting Goods
Kodaks
Austin's Drug Store
SPENCERPORT, N. Y.
For Your
RADIO OR ELECT~ICAL
SUPPLIES
Call on
Nichols & Smith
Brockport, N. Y.
3 State Street Phone 304·W
Gift Windows
Class Memorials
Glass Mosaics
Haskins Studio
Cor. Court and Cortland
ROCH ESTER, N. Y.
References,
Brockport and New Paltz Normals
Slide Rules, Drawing Instruments
Artist Materials
H. H. Sullivan, Inc.
67 South Avenue ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Facial Massage Curling Marcelling
Manicuring . Shampooing
Telephone 2
HARRIET GALLERY
'McCabe Building
Spencerport, N. Y.
Ladies' and Children's Hair Bobbing
Open evenings by aopointment
Open Saturday evenings
Sporting Goods
c. D. BROMLEY
STANDARD GOODS
Best Quality at Lowest Prices
SPENCERPORT. N. Y.
l~================"
"A Sh re for Everybody"
Howe & Rogers Co.
89 SonthCIinton Ave.
ROC H EST'F, R
Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum, CaI'~ets
Curtain Materials
Visit Their Popular Gift Shop
We Give Particular Attention to
Our Kodak Developing and Printing
Department
All Work Guaranteed Make Us a Call
E. W. SIMMONS
DRUGGIST
THE STYLUS 93
1Juy
The nake
Used by Paul
Whiteman, Six
Brown Bros., Paul
Specht and over
75% recording ar-
tists.
WE TEACH
YOU FREE on
BUESCHER
SAXAPHONES,
VEGA and WEY-
,MAN BANJOS,
etc. Convenient payments.
Rochester Musical
Instrument Co.
53 So. Clinton (near Temple)
Write for Catalogue.
A. W. HOLLIDAY
JEWELER
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
and Cut Glass.
HOLLEY,N.Y. BROCKPORT,N.Y·
Compliments of
Moore & Shafer
Shoe Mfg. Co.
~bsolute 'J\l.eatness
is always in dtyle. Cleanlfness
never goes out of fashion. If you
have a suit or overcoat that is soiled
and wrinkled, send it to us, for we
are experts at
Cleaning and Pressing
We have every facility for doing
high class work and getting it out
promptly. Why not give us a trial?
W. 7'1.uesebeck. The Tailor
If Your Clothes Are Not Becoming
to you, you had better BE COMING TO US. We are
Master Cleaners and Dyers, which insures you of the
BEST workmanship and skill.
ORLEANS DRY CLEANING CO.
Cle.aning. 'Dyeing. Pleating. Pressmg
34 Main St. Phone 50 Brockport, N. Y.
94
Canoes
THE STYLUS
Rowboats
Motors
The famous OLD TOWN CANOES -the most popular·
Canoes made i the United States.
RICE LAKE CANOES one of Canada's finest canoes-
in basBwood aod cedar.
MULLIN PRESSED STEEL AND RICE LAKE ROWBOATS.
The JOHNSOK "WATERBUG" outboard rowboat and
canoe motor weighs only 35 pound~. Twin cylinder, built-
in magneto, reverse, tilting bracket.
Catalogues on request.
Scrantom's
Sporting Goods Shop
Wise Guys
When you see two fellows nod at
each other and look pityingly at the
rest of the crowd, they have just read
Thomas Edison's statement that only
two men in a hundred are really in-
telligent.-Selected.
"How would you like to sign up
with me for a life game?" was the
way a baseball fan proposed.
"I'm agreeable," replied the girl,
"where's the diamond ?"-Selected.
Low Life
Prof.-"What do you mean by say-
ing that Benedict Arnold was a jani-
tor?"
Ferdie Frosh-"The book says that
after his exile he spent the rest of
his life in abasement."-Brown Jug.
Rochester, N. Y.
SI ightly Dazed
Speaking of white mule, two rustic
sports were uncertainly flivvering
their way home from the county seat.
"Bill," said Henry, "I wantcha to
be very careful. First thing y' know,
you'll have us in a ditch."
"Me?" said Bill in astonishment.
"Why, l' tho't you was drivin'."-Jester
"Let's move over a few inches, Jack.
There's a nail in this spot we're danc-
ing on."-Voodoo.
Deer Me
She-"Stag tonight?"
He-"Yes, I haven't any doe."
-Chanticleer.
Miss Briggs-"What is pig iron?"
V. Valentine-"Why, i don't know,
but it isn't refined,"
TH~ STYLUS
COMPLIMENTS OF
The State Bank of Commerce
OF BROCKPORT, NEW YORK
Minot & Crippen Company
(INCORPORATED)
INSURANCE
95
BROCKPORT
Compliments of
NEW YORK
Henry Harrison {7 Co.
(Incorporated)
1Jrockport~ 7V.eIP York
BENNETT BROS.
MARKET AND GROCERY
Fresh, Salt and Smoked Meats. Fruits and
Vegetables Daily.
We Specia'ize in Home-Cured Hams and Bacon.
Try our Coney Island Hots, 20c a lb.
Phone 126 Spencerport, N. Y.

